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Abstract: Channel estimation in coherent OFDM by inserting pilot-symbols into two-dimensional time- fre-
quency lattice is a promising candidate for improving channel transmission capacity in future wireless commu-
nication systems. This paper proposes a new Cartesian mathematical concept of the Hexagonal Pilot Pattern, 
Hexagonal Pilot with Virtual and Rectangular Pilot Pattern. The main focus of this work is to compare between 
the two pilots and by virtue of simulation conclusion which of the two pilots yields a better performance. 

Keywords: hexagonal pilot pattern, hexagonal pilot with virtual, rectangular pilot pattern, estimation, 
interpolation, extrapolation 

 
1. Introduction 

One of the most important techniques applied in Physical 
layer of WiMAX is known as Orthogonal Frequency 
-Division Multiplexing (OFDM), which is the system for 
data transmission and the support for channel estimation 
and synchronization. 

Many authors proposed the concept of pilot tones to 
interpolate the channel response in [1] and [2], recently 
some literature proposed methods of pilot symbols apart 
from the existing equi-spaced pilot pattern for OFDM 
system as described in [4] and [5]. In this paper, we are 
focusing on a specific pilot subcarriers by doing the ana-
lytical description and structural pilot of the two different 
pilots known as Hexagonal and Rectangular. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The 
graphical representation of Rectangular and Hexagonal 
Pilot Pattern in Section 2, The Simulation results of the 
Hexagonal Pilot Pattern, Hexagonal with Virtual and 
Rectangular Pilot Pattern in Section 3. The analytical 
evaluation and comparison in Section 4 and the paper is 
concluded in Section 5. 

2. The Rectangular and Hexagonal Pilot Pat-
tern Representative 

2.1 The Rectangular Pilot Grid Representation 

The rectangular Pilot grid matrix can be expressed by 
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where Δp
f is the distance in frequency and Δp

t is the dis-
tance in time direction and this rectangular matrix can be 
written as: 
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where  subcarriers in the frequency direction and N 

the OFDM symbols in the time direction that can be ar-
ranged as a set given by: 
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And the number of pilot subcarriers in the input block 
is expressed by 
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The estimation of block contains 
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The graphical representation of the rectangular pilot in 
the coordinate system is depicted below. 
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Figure 1. The rectangular pilot grid. 

 

2.2 Modification of Rectangular Pilot Pattern 

The application of Cognitive Radio for optimum channel 
estimation by using pilot pattern can affect the frequency 
band by the presence of Licensed User. The pilot pattern 
in the presence of Licensed User can be classified ac-
cording to the Bandwidth into Narrowband Licensed 
User and Wideband Licensed User. 

1) The Narrowband Licensed User: It can exchange 
easily the position of the pilot symbols with data parts. 
This exchange of the pilot subcarrier is connected to the 
data subcarrier of the previous or the next subcarrier and 
we assumed that the application of pilot symbols in the 
channel estimation process cannot modify the pilot sym-
bol but only one data subcarrier and can lose some 
throughput so this narrowband interference is depicted. 

2) The Wideband Licensed: There are similarities in 
the process of Narrowband and Wideband, the only dif-
ference is on the edge location of the License User signal 
exchange of two pilot subcarriers with data subcarriers 
and the number of deactivated subcarriers is depending 
upon the Licensed User Band. 

2.3 The Hexagonal Pilot Grid Representation 

The implementation of Hexagonal Pilot is facilitated by the 
Virtual Pilot in reducing the Pilot Density by the annulment 
of u2 =0 and the Pilot Density becomes dp=| u1 v2| and the 
representation of the structure is according to the Hex-
agonal Pilot spacing. The equation of the Hexagonal Pi-
lot is expressed by 
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And graphically it can be represented as below. 
In both of the two different types of Pilot, the In-

ter-Symbol Interference is still a big challenge during the 
process of pilot transmission. This challenge can be re-
solved by the following techniques. 
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Figure 2. The hexagonal pilot grid. 

 

2.4 Modification of Hexagonal Pilot Pattern 

The process of exchanging the position of the pilot sub-
carrier with the data subcarrier connected to the previous 
subcarrier and the next subcarrier is done by exchanging 
the pilot subcarrier with the data subcarrier which lies in 
the previous subcarrier or in the next subcarrier. By do-
ing this we can still be able to keep the pilot symbols to 
be used in the channel estimation process, but on the 
other side we will have to sacrifice one data subcarrier 
and thus lossing some throughput. This process is almost 
similar as in Rectangular process, the only difference, at 
the receiver, the received pilot symbols are processed 
using the iterative algorithm in order to obtain the virtual 
pilot symbol. This iterative algorithm introduces the 
concept of interpolation option which is applied via sim-
ple averaging between the received shifted pilot symbols 
and the received pilot symbols. The received shifted pilot 
symbols in the next subcarrier or extrapolating the virtual 
pilot symbols on the position of the Licensed User by the 
effect of the received pilot symbols. 

2.5 The Virtual Pilot 

The Virtual Pilot symbols are iterative of the interpola-
tion of contiguous pilot to the position of the virtual. It is 
defined at first by the pilot spacing in frequency axis, 
which is smaller than the channel coherence bandwidth, 
and the second is pilot spacing in time axis, which is 
smaller than the channel coherence time on the initial 
computation of the received pilot symbols for each 
OFDM. The OFDM frames during each time slots, and 
subcarriers in the frequency domain respectively. Note 
that this operation must be processed only at the pilot 
positions as: 
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Sk,n is the transmitted symbol, the indexes k, and n in-
dicates the position of each pilot symbol within the 
OFDM frame. The symbol W is the set of pilot positions 
within the OFDM sub frame. 
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pilots in time direction, number of subcarriers and the 
number of OFDM symbols per frame. 

 

At the positions close to Licensed User's carriers. The 
estimation process itself is divided into two parts assume 
that it we can assume that it can also be divided into 
more than two depending on the number of Licensed 
User that exist. 

Figure 3. Interpolations processes, (a) the DFT principle for fre-
quency domain interpolation, (b) linear interpolation process over 
the time domain. 

The first part is the upper part and the second is the 
lower part. The part of the spectrum which is occupied in 
the middle is discarded and not included in the channel 
estimation calculation. By deploying the virtual pilot 
concept on certain case for good understanding let us 
illustrate by band less than 2x distance of pilots, the edge 
effect of the sliding window can be avoided, hence better 
channel estimate can be obtained, while the  Channel 
Transfer Function at the position of the Licensed User 
are discarded. 

 
These Interpolations processes are illustrated by the 

figure above. 
By the initial computation of the channel the value can 

be linearly interpolated i.e. the value of the virtual pilot 
symbols is expressed by 
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Where  and 1  are initial estimates re-

spectively of the previous and the next pilot at this point
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The iterative algorithm processing of pilot symbols is 
expressed as 
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Where , ,fN tN sN ,  are respectively the distance 

between pilots in frequency direction, distance between 
cN Figure 4. Transmitted modified hexagonal pilot pattern for the 

wideband Licensed User case. 
 
 

 
Figure 5. Receiver side hexagonal pilot pattern with virtual pilot symbols obtained from the iterative processing algorithm. 
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By deploying this scheme, we can still estimate the 

channel optimally despite of the unloaded subcarriers 
caused by the Licensed User. 

At the receiver, the received pilot symbols are proc-
essed using the Iterative algorithm to obtain the virtual 
pilot symbols like in the case of the Narrowband Inter-
ference. The scheme itself can be seen in Figure 5. 

3. The Simulation Result 

In this section we are going to do the comparison be-
tween the Hexagonal Pilot Pattern with the Rectangular 
Pilot Pattern and the Hexagonal Pilot with Virtual sym-
bols with the Rectangular Pilot Pattern with Virtual Pilot 
symbols distribution. For this simulation, we consider the 
different parameters such as subcarriers per OFDM 
symbol, OFDM symbols per estimator frame and the 
distance of subcarriers in the frequency direction and the 
time direction, the total number of pilot subcarrier posi-
tions is excessive to be directly employed in the estima-
tion of all the channel transfer factors. 
 

 

Figure 6. The performance comparison of hexagonal pilot pattern and 
the rectangular pilot pattern in function of BER in Eb/N0 in dB scale. 
 

 
Figure 7. The performance comparison of Hexagonal Pilot with 
Virtual symbols compared with Rectangular Pilot Pattern with 
Virtual Pilot symbols in function of BER in SNR in dB scale. 

4. The Comparisonal Analysis 

This section presents the main goal of our work by mak-
ing the analytical evaluation and comparison of the 
Hexagonal Pilot Pattern and Rectangular Pilot Pattern. 

Analysis of the effect of having several scattered in-
terferences and the effectiveness of the proposed hex-
agonal pilot pattern scheme to combat the interferences 
effects. Here we analyze the effect of increasing number 
of interferers by using the iterative and exploiting the 
channel coherence bandwidth property. 

The Hexagonal Pilot Pattern is more complicated to be 
implemented using the 2xl-D Wiener filter. The imple-
mentation of Hexagonal Pilot Pattern is easy due to the 
technique of Hexagonal Pilot Pattern with the Virtual 
Pilot symbols. 

The Hexagonal Pilot Pattern is an optimum sampling. 
It is the main method which requires 13.3% less samples 
when compared to the Rectangular Pilot Pattern that 
represents the same signal and gives a better BER per-
formance, and therefore the Hexagonal Pilot Pattern per-
forms better and more efficient sampling mechanism 
when compared to the Rectangular Pilot Pattern as 
shown in Figure 6. 

The performance comparison of the Hexagonal Pattern 
with virtual pilots at high SNR outperforms significantly 
the other three, the Rectangular, Hexagonal, and Hex-
agonal with Virtual pilots and interpolation/extrapolation 
process. 

Rectangular Pattern with Virtual Pilots outperforms 
the Rectangular and Hexagonal Pilot Pattern at high SNR, 
while at low SNR performance degradation occurs 
caused by the error of interpolating the noisy initial 
channel estimates. 

5. Conclusions 

The simulation shows that Hexagonal Pilot design is bet-
ter than the rectangular and other pilot design patterns. 
This better performance is due to the effect of increasing 
number of interferers by using the iterative and exploit-
ing the channel coherence bandwidth property of Hex-
agonal Pilot. The technique of combining with Virtual 
Pilot symbols in the low SNR space is due to the error 
caused by interpolation of the heavily noisy pilots and 
the Cognitive Radio is the best support of perform chan-
nel estimation. The Hexagonal Pilot is become the most 
useful in the system of Wireless Network communication 
thank to the compatibility of the Hexagonal Pilot and 
Network configuration. 
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Abstract: Link Evaluation (LE) is proposed in system evaluation to reduce complexity. It is important to 
practical systems also for link adaptation. Current algorithms for link evaluation are developed by simulation 
method, lacking of theoretical description. Although they provide some good accuracy for some scenarios, all 
of them are not universal. With the help of information theory, a universal principle of link evaluation is pro-
posed in this paper, which explains current algorithms and leads to a universal algorithm to implement link 
evaluation for common wireless transmissions. 

This paper proposes an Extended Received Block Information Rate (ERBIR) algorithm for universal link 
evaluation, which is extended from current RBIR algorithm by the help of the principle presented in this paper. 
Mainly the universality and accuracy are highlighted. Simulation results verify all the algorithms mentioned in this 
paper. Both the principle and ERBIR are validated by simulation with various wireless scenarios. 

Keywords: link evaluation, information theory, MIMO, OFDM, WiMAX II 
 
1. Introduction 

LINK evaluation aims to estimate the instant perform-
ance of transmissions for given channel status informa-
tion (CSI), by a computational model with reasonable 
complexity. 

As to wireless transmissions, due to macro and micro 
fading, the CSI is varying within both time and fre-
quency domains, so fading will influence wireless trans-
mission a lot. Consequently, link evaluation is significant 
to analysis and design for real wireless system. 

For that the instant performance for wireless trans-
missions under given CSI can be computed by link 
evaluation quite simply and accurately, it is possible for 
System Level Simulation (SLS) to hold down real cod-
ing and decoding procedures, reducing a lot of com-
plexity [1]. Meanwhile, wireless system can dynami-
cally choose the proper transmitting mode with the help 
of link evaluation to enhance system performance, 
which is referred as link adaptation [1-3]. 

Accuracy is very important to link evaluation. For SLS, 
obviously it directly determines if the simulation results 
are reasonable. For link adaptation, accurate link evalua-
tion ensures that the transmitting mode is selected prop-
erly. If the link performance is overestimated, the trans-
mitter will always choose a mode which can not be sup-
ported by instantaneous CSI, introducing too much 
transmission error; while the link performance is under-
estimated, potential gain exists. Both of the above cases 
will lead to loss of system performance. 

Currently, there are several algorithms to implement 

link evaluation, like Effective Exponential Signal-to- 
noise-ratio Mapping (EESM) [4], Mean Instantaneous 
Capacity (MIC) [5], Received Block Information Rate 
(RBIR) [6] and Mean Mutual Information per Bit 
(MMIB) [7]. Here RBIR and MMIB are Mean mutual 
Information (MI) based algorithms, with different RBIR 
calculation. Unfortunately, all of them are just simulation 
methods, lacking of theoretical analysis. Moreover, when 
it comes to nonlinear detection, there are still problems 
with all these algorithms mentioned above. 

This paper proposes a universal principle for link 
evaluation, and extends RBIR to common wireless sce-
narios. Firstly, background knowledge is introduced, 
including models of common transmission and link 
evaluation; a universal principle for link evaluation is 
proposed; and then RBIR is extended to ERBIR with the 
help of this principle. Simulation results show that the 
proposed algorithm provides more accuracy for different 
scenarios. Finally, conclusions are drawn. 

2. Background 

To analyze link evaluation, common models of wireless 
transmission and link evaluation are presented in this section. 

2.1 Common Model of Wireless Transmission 

Following assumptions are made for analysis in this pa-
per. 

1) Multi-Input Multi-Output Orthogonal Frequency 
Division Multiplexing (MIMO OFDM) is adopted in 
wireless transmission. NT and NR indicate the number of 
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transmitting and receiving antennas respectively. 
NOFDM indicates the number of subcarriers in OFDM 
symbol. As to SISO or single subcarrier case, there is 
NT= NR=1 or NOFDM=1; 

2) Perfect channel estimation and the channel response 
is flat fading on each OFDM subcarrier; 

3) Detection with interference cancellation is not taken 
into consideration; 

4) Source bits are random and iterative coding and 
decoding is used, for example Turbo; 

5) Link evaluation interests in statistical BLock Error 
Rate (BLER) [1] for given CSI. Let Nu indicate the 
number of subcarriers mapped to the interested wireless 
resource block. 

6) Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) levels are 
set to QPSK 1/2, QPSK 3/4, 16QAM 1/2, 16QAM 3/4, 
64QAM 1/2, 64QAM 2/3, 64QAM 3/4 and 64QAM 5/6, 
referred to MCS 1~8 respectively. 

Disregarding subcarrier index, MIMO OFDM trans-
mission can be written as [2] 

y = HcFx + HIxI + n               (1) 

where y is NR×1 dimensional receiving signal vector; Hc 
is NR×NT channel response matrix; F is NT×NS transmit-
ting precoding matrix; x is NS×1 independent transmit-
ting signal vector, with unit transmitting power; HI is 
NR×NS interference channel response matrix; xI is NS×1 
independent interference signal vector, with unit trans-
mitting power; n is NR×1 AWGN vector, which is con-
sisted of NR independent AWGN elements with power of 
σ2 (given SNR, σ2=10−SNR/10). So this MIMO OFDM 
transmission is effective to  

y = Hex + ne; ||He||F
2 = 1; E{xxH} = I(NS); 

He = T−1HcF / || T−1HcF ||F; TTH = HI HI
H +σ2I(NR); 

E{nene
H} =σe

2I(NR); σe
2= 1 / || T−1HcF ||F

2    (2) 

See Appendix A for a proof. Here He is NR×NS effec-
tive channel response matrix. ||A||F refers to the Frobenius 
norm of matrix A. I(N) is N×N identity matrix. σe

2 is 
effective AWGN power. 

2.2 Detection Algorithms 

Consider detection at receiver. There are mainly three 
types of detection algorithms [8]: Minimum Mean 
Square Error (MMSE), Zero Forcing (ZF) and Maximum 
Likelihood (ML). Since MMSE and ZF are homologous, 
MMSE and ML are emphasized, and ZF is similar to 
MMSE.  

For MMSE detection, the output signal is 

xo = My = M(Hex + ne)             (3) 

where M is NS ×NR dimensional equalizing matrix. Then 
this MIMO transmission can be divided into NS SISO 
transmissions with NS different Output Signal to Inter-

ference and Noise Ratio (OSINR), written as γi, i = 1, 
2, … , NS. 

xo(i) = x(i) + n(i)               (4) 

where n(i) is independent AWGN with power of 1/γi. For 
MMSE, M and OSINR for each output signal are de-
tailed in Appendix B. 

As to ML detection, let Ω(x) mean the vector aggre-
gate of every possible value of x, then output signal is 

 
 

o
x x

q x

( | )
arg max

( ) (y | )






y x
x

q q

P

P P
          (5) 

Note that there is an exception of Alamouti MIMO. 
Only one symbol can be transmitted by each transmis-
sion for Alamouti MIMO. This Alamouti MIMO is ef-
fective to SISO transmission [8], where n is AWGN with 
power of σ2. 

y = ||H||F2x + n                 (6) 

For both linear and nonlinear detection, the iterative 
coding and decoding is adopted. The implementation of 
such system is described in reference [9]. 

2.3 Common Model of Link Evaluation 

There have been already several algorithms to carry out 
link evaluation, such like EESM, MIC, RBIR and MMIB. 
Common model of link evaluation is shown as the fol-
lowing figure. 

Link evaluation follows these procedures: 
Step 1: Channel estimation outputs CSI of this block; 
Step 2: According link evaluation algorithm, indicator 

Sk for the kth subcarrier is computed from CSI; 
Step 3: Compute average S with all these indicators;  
Step 4: Once the relation between S and BLER of this 

block is definite, BLER is computed from S, without 
Monte Carlo simulation.  

If necessary, Packet Error Rate (PER), Frame Error 
Rate (FER) and so on can be computed also, using bel-
lowing equation [1] 

 
1

or 1 1 m
m

PER FER BLER




           (7) 

Here NB is the number of blocks in the packet or 
frame. 

 

 

Figure 1. Common model of link evaluation 
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3. Universal Principle of Link Evaluation 

EESM, MIC, RBIR and MMIB algorithms are developed 
by simulation method, without strict theoretical deduc-
tion. A universal principle of link evaluation is proposed 
in this section, making them clear. 

3.1 Mathematical Model of Link Evaluation 

Since link evaluation mainly interests in BLER for given 
CSI, it should be deduced from block transmission error 
rate. As the transmitting block is consisted of Nu subcar-
riers, the uncoded BLER is computed as 

   ave
1

1 1 1 1






     
u

u

u k
k

BLER SER SER     (8) 

Here BLERu means the statistical uncoded BLER. 
With the help of information theory, there is lemma 1: 
When MCS of the transmitted block is given, BLER is 
one-one to the BLERu. Written as 

BLER = MappingFunctionMCS(BLERu)        (9) 

See Appendix C for a proof. Then the universal prin-
ciple of link evaluation is described as: find a unified and 
accurate indicator to reflect the BLER of the current 
transmitting block. 

3.2 Current Link Evaluations 

Generally speaking, there are three indicators which re-
flect the Symbol Error Rate (SER) under given CSI. 
They are OSINR, Channel Capacity and MI. Current link 
evaluation falls into EESM, MIC and RBIR algorithms. 
3.2.1 EESM Link Evaluation 
As γk is known, the Chernoff limit of SERk is approxi-
mated as [8] 

SERk ≈ exp(−γk/β)              (10) 

where β is MCS related parameter. Use the mathematical 
average of all SERk to approximate SERave of this block, 
then  


u

ave eff
1u

1
exp /  





  
  k

k

SER SER       (11) 

Then there is 

  u

u eff1 1 exp /BLER  


             (12) 

And 


u

eff e
1u

1
log exp /k

k






    

    

data from Link Level Simulation (LLS). 

d SNR is given, the channel 

      (13) 

The effective OSINR defined by (13) is exactly the 
same as in EESM [4]. The mapping function between γeff 

and BLER, and parameter β can be decided by training 

3.2.2 MIC Link Evaluation 
Since channel response Hk an
capacity for this transmission is 

2 2
R

1 1
log I H H


 


H
k k kC           (14) 

Here |A| means the determinant of matrix A. The ca-
pa

     (15) 

where A and B are MCS related pa

city decides the lower bound of SERk [5], so 

AC BSER             k 1 2 k

rameters. Then 

   
u u

u
1 1

1 1 1 1 1 2 kAC B
k

k k

BLER SER 

 

         
 

u

u
1 u u 1 21 2 1 2 1 2

k
k

A C B
A MIC B A MIC A






  


         (16) 

Here A1 and A2 are optimized by training d
LL

ata from 
S, and A1 and A2 are listed in Table 2. Then, 

u

1u

1
k

k

MIC C





                 (17) 

This is exactly the same as [5]. Then MIC is validated 
by

 x, and the receiving sym-

 the same LLS data base in previous section. 
3.2.3 RBIR Link Evaluation 
Let the transmitting symbol is
bol is y after distortion by fading channel and pollution 
by interference and noise. Then MI for this symbol is 
[10] 

 
      2 2, ,

,
log log 1 ,
          
  x y x y

P x y
MI S

P x P y
 ER x y

(18) 
Then consider RBIR of the uncoded block 

 

MIMO Scheme  

Table 1. Parameter for EESM 

Parameter Values (MCS 1~8)

SISO 
[1.6000 

00] 
 1.6000  4.8000  4.9000 

12.1000  19.1000  22.1000  25.10

2×2 Alamouti 
00] 

2×2 SM 
00] 

[1.6000  1.6000  4.8000  4.9000 
12.1000  19.1000  22.1000  25.10

[1.2000  1.3000  4.3000  7.1000 
13.1000  21.1000  22.1000  28.10

 

Table 2. Para eter for MIC 

Prameter ues 

m

Parameter Val

A1 
[−14.3852   −6.6149 −9.1091  −8.0877 
−5.2316  −4.3936  −5.3627  −3.3814] 

A  2 22.
[18.2503 17.8563 20.6476 24.411 20.5704 

0257 28.8529 19.8698] 
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  2
,

log 1  k
x y


u

u
1 1u u

,


 

  
k k

k k
k k

RBIR MI SER x y  

(19

Generally speaking, for multi-subcarriers transmis
each sym

u1 1

) 

sion, 
bol is transmitted independently. So 

 


u

u 2

1
log 1 ,k kRBIR SER x y

 
    

,
1uk kx y

k

 
 

 
 

u

2,
1u

1
log 1 ,

k k
k kx y

k

SER x y





   

  




 
  2 u,

u

1
log ,

k k
k kx y

BLER x y


  
 

 

    (20) 

Reconsider the uncoded BLERu 

       (21) 

Compare (20) and (21), RBIRu is one-on
the bl IR

on 

f link evaluation, 

k Evaluation 

IR reflects the transmis-

es of ERBIR Link Evaluation 

ted CSI indicators are channel response matrixes 
of [H1, H2, …, HNu], and AWGN power of SNR; 

btained by 
LL

on is used, it is not the same. So ERBIR is exten-
si

O transmission, the received symbol is 
   (22) 

 
 u u,x y

RBIR RBIR  ,
k k

k kx y  

e to RBIRu of 
ock. From lemma 1, BLER is one-one to RB u 

also. 
According to different calculations of RBIRu, there are 

RBIR and MMIB algorithms. 
As to RBIR, RBIRu is computed by OSINR [6], so 

there are same problems as EESM, not to support ML 
scenario. But as it is strictly in accordance to the BLER 
model, RBIR shows better accuracy than EESM. 

As to MMIB, computation of RBIRu is from bit Log-
wise Likelihood Ratio (LLR), which is presented in ref-
erence [7], so it can support ML scenario. Also as it is 
strictly in accordance to the BLER model, MMIB should 
be of the same accuracy as RBIR. 

3.3. Principle of Link Evaluati

There are two parts for the principle o
based on previous analysis. Firstly, BLER should be 
computed from the BLER model presented before; sec-
ondly, RBIR is the most accurate indicator of BLER 
computation. 

4. Erbir Lin

Previous analysis shows that RB
sion error probability accurately. Thus link evaluation 
should be based on mean mutual information indicator. 
This section proposes extension for RBIR, obtaining a 
unified and accurate ERBIR algorithm for common 
wireless transmissions. 

4.1 General Procedur

ERBIR link evaluation is implemented following these 
steps: 

1) Get instantaneous CSI from channel estimation. The 
interes

2) According to detection algorithms, normalized MI 
‘Ik’ for each transmitted symbol is computed; 

3) Average all the Ik in this block to get RBIR; 
4) Finally BLER is computed from RBIR according to 

RBIR to BLER mapping function which is o
S. 
In Step (2), computation is the same as conventional 

RBIR when it comes to MMSE detection. While ML 
detecti

on for RBIR, which is homologous to RBIR and MMIB, 
but providing more accurate and universal RBIR compu-
tation. 

4.2 Normalized MI Computation for SISO 

For SIS

y = Hx + n; E{xx*} = 1; E{nn*} = 10−SNR / 10   

The normalized MI ‘I’ is computed as 

 
   

 2/10

2 QAM

1
_ 10 /

log





   


SNRS S H

 

(23) 
See Appendix D for details. And the following figure 

shows that it is accurate for a random selected channel 
‘H’. 

mplify analysis, take 2×2 MIMO as example, and 
The 

2

2
,

2 QAM

log
log

  
 x y

I
P x P y

,1   P x y

4.3. Normalized MI Computation for MIMO 

To si
analysis is similar for MIMO with more antennas. 
received symbol is 

1 11 12 1 1

2

y h h x n

y 21 22 2h h x n

       
        

 
         (24) 

     

Here assume 
 

 

Figure 2. SISO normalized MI computation 
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1 1 2 211 12

/10
21 22 F 1 1 2 2

1
1

10

 

  

        
    

SNR

x x x xh h

h h n n n n
 

   1 2 1 20 0    x x n n          (25) 

The normalized MI ‘I1’ for the 1st transmitted symbol 
is computed as  

 
   

1
1 2,

2 QAM

,1
log

log

y

x y

        x y

P x
I

P P
 

 
/10

2 2

12 22

2 QAMlog 

10
Vector , SΙS _H

 
    
  

SNR

SNR
h h

 (2 ) 

Similarly 

6

 
/10

2 2

11 21

2
2 QAM

10
Vector , _

log

H
 

     
  



SNR

SNR S S
h h

I  

(27) 

This computation is detailed in Appendix E. And Fig-
ure 3 shows that it is accurate for a random selected 
channel ‘H’. 

5. Validation by Static LLS 

All algorithms for link evaluation are validated by static 
LLS, based on WiMAX II down link. 

5.1 Simulation Configurations 

St CSI is given, and then the 
block transmission is trialed by a lot of Monte Carlo 
simulations to get real BLER under the given CSI. Then 
the CSI and real BLER are stored. The CSI is processed 
by link evaluation to get computed BLER. Obviously t  
more different between real and computed BLER, the 
worse the link evaluation algorithm is. Configuratio
stat
 

 Configuration 

atic LLS means that the 

he

n of 
ic LLS is shown as the following Table 3. 

Table 3. Configuration of static LLS 

Parameters

MIMO Scheme 
SISO/MIMO 2×2 S
Vertical EnCoding

patial Multiplexing (SM) 
 (VEC)/MIMO 2×2 SM 

Horizontal EnCoding (HEC) 
Frame Duration 5 ms 
Bandwidth 10 MHz; NOFDM = 1024 

mph and 30% ITU VA 
Channel Estimation Ideal 

Channel Model 
70% ITU PedB 3k
30kmph 

Channel Coding Turbo 
MCS MCS 5 

Block Size 
16 subcarrier × 6 symbol (Subcarriers are continu-
ously allocated in wireless resource block)

Detection MMSE/ML 
Link Adaptation Disable 

 
mputation Figure 3. 2

 
5.2 Simulation Results 

In these results figures, the black bold curve is the com-
puting function of indicator S to BLER obtained by 
training data from LLS; and the marked point is plotted 
with real BLER and S computed by the adopted link 
evaluation algorithm. The more deviation between the 
marked point and black bold curve, the more inaccurate 
is the link evaluation algorithm. 
5.2.1 Link Evaluation for SISO 
Firstly, SISO transmission with MMSE detection is vali-
dated by different link evaluation algorithms, shown as 
the following figures. 

From these figures, it is obvious that although EESM, 
MIC and MMIB algorithms can obtain accurate eno

k evalu tain most 
for simulated transmission 

ver, RBIR/ERBIR algorithm 

×2 Normalized MI co

ugh 
lin
a

ation. RBIR/ERBIR algorithm can ob
ccurate link evaluation 

Monte Carlo trials. Moreo
doesn’t need any channel related tuning parameters, 
which makes RBIR/ERBIR more universal. 
 

 

Figure 4(a). EESM LE for SISO MMSE 
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Figure 4(b). MIC LE for SISO MMSE 

 

Figure 5(a). MIC LE for SISO ML 

 

  
Figu SE Figure 5(b). MMIB LE for SISO ML 

 

re 4(c). RBIR/ERBIR LE for SISO MM

 

  
Figure 5(c). ERBIR LE for SISO ML 

 
From thes  and RBIR 

algorithm is invalid, and MIC algorithm sho s too much 
accuracy. MMIB and ERBIR are of accurate enough 

Figure 4(d). MMIB LE for SISO MMSE 

 
Then, SISO transmission with ML detection is vali-

ated by different link evaluation algorithms, shown as 
the following figures. 

e figures, it is obvious that EESM
wd

in
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Figure 6(a). EESM LE for VEC MMSE                             Figure 6(b). MIC LE for VEC MMSE 

 

     

Figure 6(c). RBIR/ERBIR LE for VEC MMSE                      Figure 6(d). MMIB LE for VEC MMSE 
 

results, while ERBIR is a bit better than MMIB. 
Here simulation results also validate the theoretical 

conclusions. MIC chooses the upper bound of SER, so all 
the real BLER are bigger than computed BLER. And 
MMIB uses approximation in MI computation, so there 
is a little inaccuracy. 
5.2.2 Link Evaluation for VEC 
Firstly, VEC transmission with MMSE detection is vali-
dated by different link evaluation algorithms, shown as 
the following figures. 

These figures show that although EESM, MIC an
MIB algorithms can also obtain quite accurate link 

evaluation, RBI
oreover, RBIR/ERBIR algorithm doesn’t need any 

nel related tuning parameters. 
Then, VEC transmission with ML detection is vali-

dated by different link evaluation algorithms, shown as 

the following figures. 
Figure 7(a), Figure 7(b) and Figure 7(c) show that 

EESM and RBIR algorithms are invalid, and MIC and 
MMIB algorithms show too much inaccuracy. ERBIR 
algorithm betters the accuracy of link evaluation for VEC 
ML transmissions a lot, although there is still some in-
accuracy. 

Here, MIC algorithm only provides the upper bound of 
wireless transmissions, and it is of the worst accuracy. 
Although MMIB seems a little better, for the sake of lim-

ed parameters presented in reference [7], the RBIR
not very accurate, so MMIB shows worse results than 

5.2.3 Link Evaluation for HEC 
Firstly, HEC transmission with MMSE detection is vali-
dated by different link evaluation algorithms, shown as 
the following figures. 

d it  is 
M

R/ERBIR algorithm is the most accurate. ERBIR. 
M
chan
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Figure 7(a). MIC LE for VEC ML                              Figure 8(a). EESM LE for HEC MMSE 

 

      
 

                E Figure 7(b). MMIB LE for VEC ML            

 
 MS   Figure 8(b). MIC LE for HEC M

  

             Figure 8(c). RBIR/ERBIR LE for HEC MMSE 

    
 

Figure 7(c). ERBIR LE for VEC ML                     
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Figure 8(d). MMIB LE for HEC MMSE 

 
These figures show that although EESM, MIC and 

MMIB algorithms can also obtain quite accurate link 
evaluation, RBIR/ERBIR algorithm is the most accurate. 
Moreover, RBIR/ERBIR algorithm doesn’t need any 
channel related tuning parameters. 

Then, HEC transmission with ML detection is vali-
thms, shown as 

 

dated by different link evaluation algori
 the following figures.

Figure 9 shows that EESM, RBIR, MIC and MMIB 
algorithms are invalid at all. Only ERBIR algorithm can 
achieve link evaluation for HEC ML transmissions. 

5.3 Further Results Comparisons and Analysis 

To ensure the universality of the simulation, more MCS 
levels are simulated. Following configuration in Table 3, 
MCS levels are set to MCS 1~8 with different MIMO 
schemes respectively. And the average difference is 
listed in the following tables. The average difference is 
measured by Mean Square Error Root (MSER) between 
computed and real BLER values. 

 
 

 

Table 4. MSER for EESM li

Figure 9. ERBIR LE for HEC ML

nk evaluation 
MSE Transmission 

Mode EESM MIC RBIR MMIB ERBIR

SISO with MMSE
Detection 

0.0369 0.1295 0. 0247 0. 0400 0. 0247

SISO with ML 
Detection 

Not 
Supported

0.1296 
Not 

Supported 
0. 0469 0. 0241

VEC with MMSE
Detection 

0. 0604

VEC with ML
Detection Supported orted 

0. 1 0956

H  MMSE
Detection 

0.0256

HEC with 
D d S

ot 
ported 

0.0547 0.1348 0. 0604 0. 0622

 Not 
0.3956 

Not 
Supp

574 0.

EC with
0.  0206 0851 0. 0. 0312 0.0206

ML Not 
etection Supporte

Not N
upported Sup

Not 
0.0791

Supported

As to EESM  
quite a uation for nsmissions 
with MM on,  
o  can not rios. 
T em, and MMIB are developed. 
Unfortunately, they are n ls either. 

d MM  
t ters, wh es not. This makes 
E MIB iversal. RBIR is the most 
c gorithm for l
f SE only. ERBI  
all scenarios. 

lts in T -
v accurate link nd more universality. 
M CS and lated tuning parameters are 
n r necessary, wh
v d accurate meth  evaluation. 

6. Validation by Link Adaptation and SLS 

Link re v d 
S MAX II do ence 
caused by inaccuracy of link evaluation. Since previous 
results show that ERBIR is accurate, and MIC is not, link 
adaptation and SLS with ERBIR and MIC link evalua-
tions are implemented. 

6.1 Validation by Link Adaptation 

Basic configuration of dynamical LLS is the same as 
Table 2, with link adaptation enable, 2×2 Alamouti 
STBC and MIMO 2×2 SM VEC of all MCS levels adap-
tation, and ML detection. Receiver dynamically esti-
mates the statistical performance of wireless channel, and 
chooses the MCS level which can get best Spectrum Ef-
ficiency (SE) and acceptable BLER, then feeds it back to 
the transmitter [1]. 

Let target BL 10 15 20] dB. 
irstly Hybrid Au est (HARQ) is 

 and RBIR, although they have achieved
ccurate link eval

SE detecti
 wireless tra

because the computation is based
 support ML detection scenan OSINR, they

o solve this probl MIC 
ot accurate for some leve

EESM, MIC an IB need MCS and CSI related
ile RBIR douning parame

ESM, MIC and M  not un
ommon al
or MM

ink evaluation, but it can be used 
R can support link evaluation for

Simulation resu able 4 show that ERBIR can pro
luation aide more  eva

oreover, the M  CSI re
o longe
ersal an

ich makes ERBIR become a uni-
od for link

evaluations a alidated by link adaptation an
LS of Wi wn link, profiling the influ

ER is 0.1, SNR is [5 
tomatic Repeat reQuF

disabled, and simulation results are listed in the follow-
ing Table 5. 
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Table 5. Dynamical LLS results without HARQ 

 Extended MI MIC 

BLER 
[0.0334, 0.0125, 
0.0052, 0.047] 

[0.1545, 0.1482, 
0.19, 0.2495] 

Throughput (103 bits)  
[0.721, 1.111, 
2.007, 3.093] 

[0.687, 1.082, 
1.819, 2.652] 

Total Retransmission 
Times 

[0 0 0 0] [0 0 0 0] 

 

Then enable HARQ with maximum retransmission times 
of 3. Simulation results are listed in the following Table 6. 

Compare the results of link adaptation with/without 
HARQ, it is obvious that accurate ERBIR link evaluation 
will ensure wireless system to choose proper MCS level, 
obtaining better BLER and throughput, and reducing the 
retransmission times. While using inaccurate MIC link 
evaluation, it is shown that MIC will overestimate the

 in simulation results in pre-
nd retransmission time

will become
 

mical LLS results with HARQ 
 Extended MI MIC 

 
link performance, as shown
vious section. So BLER a s in-
crease, and throughput decreases. 

6.2 Validation by SLS 

Configuration of dynamical SLS is listed in Table 6. In 
SLS, link evaluation is used to hold down real coding 
and decoding procedures, reducing SLS complexity, as 
described in Reference [1]. Because the BLER in SLS is 
computed by link evaluation, the SLS results  

Table 6. Dyna

BLER [0 0 0 0] [0 0 0 0] 

Throughput (103 bits) 
[0.747, 1.382, 
2.294, 3.476] 

[0.725, 1.166, 
2.023, 3.245] 

[13, 5, 3, 9] [53, 86, 46, 53] 
Total Retransmission 
Times 

 

Table 7. Configuration of SLS 
figuration Parameters Con

MIMO Scheme 
Single user, 2×2 Alamouti STBC and 
MIMO 2×2 SM VEC Adaptation  

Frame Duration 5 ms  
Bandwidth 
Channel Estimation 

AM 2/3; 
64QAM 3/4; 64QAM 5/6;  

Block Size 

D
Li

H

C

Scheduling Proportional Fairness Scheduling  

10 MHz; NOFDM = 1024  
ideal  

Channel Model 
70% ITU PedB 3kmph and 30% ITU 
VA 30kmph  

Channel Coding Turbo  

MCS 
QPSK 1/2; QPSK 3/4; 16QAM 1/2; 
16QAM 3/4; 64QAM 1/2; 64Q

16 subcarrier×6 symbol (Subcarriers are 
continuously allocated in wire- less re-
source block)  

etection ML 
nk Adaptation Enable 

Enable, with maximum retransmission 
ARQ 

times of 3 
Target BLER 0.1 
Link Evaluation ERBIR/MIC 

ell Configuration 
3 sectors; omni directional antenna; 10 
users per sector; 1.5 km of Cell Radius.

 
Figure 10. CDF of SLS SE 

 
inaccurate when link evaluation can not provide accurate 
BLER. 

Figure 10 shows the Cumulative Distribution Function 

SLS results. 

that RBIR is the 
most accurate metric, and a method to compute RBIR 
from CSI is proposed. Simulation results of LLS and 
SLS s  works 
ve e prob-
lem n
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y c I I ; E{xIxI
H} = I(NS); 

E{nnH} = σ2I(NR)   

out interference 
symbol but the correlation, and H  is consisted of corre-
lated Gaussia
Gaussians. 

H H

 

xx H } = I(NS); E{ n1 n1
 H } = I(NR) 

(31) 

y = (T

σe
2 = 1 / ||T−1HcF|| F             (33) 

This iden
view of capacity. Let |A| means the determinant of matrix 
A. Ch f the original transmission is 

C1 = log2|πeE{  H}| 
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R
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log
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H   





    
   

c c
 

= H Fx + H x  + n; E{xxH} = I(NS)

           (28) 
= log2|I(NR) + (T−1HcF)(T−1HcF) H|           (34) 

ransmission 
is 

C2 = log2|I(NR) + (T−1HcF)(T−1HcF) H|     (35) 

Equation (34) and (35) indicates that the two transmis-
sions are effective. 

2. OSINR Computation for MMSE 

Consider transmission as 

y = Hex + ne; E{xx H} = I(NS); E{ nene
 H} = σe

2I(NR) 
(36) 

Let xo = My = M(Hex + 

Because receiver knows nothing ab
Then the channel capacity of the effective t

I

ns, HIxI + n is approximated as correlated 
Assume RI is known to the receiver. 

E{( HIxI + n)( HIxI + n) H} = RI + σ2I(NR)     (29) 

Let E{n1n1
 H } = I(NR), and TT H = RI + σ2I(NR). So 

E{(Tn1)(Tn1) } = E{(HIxI + n)(HIxI + n) }  (30) 

This means Tn1 is effective to HIxI + n, so the original
wireless transmission is effective to  

y = HcFx + Tn1; E{ ne), where 

 2

o F
ar 

MConsider identical transform, it is effective to 

−1HcFx + n1) / ||T−1HcF||F = Hex + ne (32) 

Where 

He = T−1HcF / || T−1HcF|| F; E{nene
 H} = σe

2I(NR); 

tity between (28) and (33) is proven from the 

annel capacity o

yyH )(}| − log2|πeE{( HIxI + n  HIxI + n)

   

g minM x x            (37) 

According to orthogonality principle, 

E{(xo − x) y H} = 0             (38) 

So, M = He
H(HeHe

H + σe
2I)−1          (39) 

Let, D = diag(MHe), N = diag(σe
2MMH) and I  = 

MHe−D, then OSINR for each symbol in the transmitting 
signal vector is 

γi = (DDH) ii / [(If If 
H) ii + (N) ii]; i = 1, 2, …, NS  

eans the ith row and ith column element of ma-
trix A. 

3. Proof of Lemma 1 

A LER is one-one 
to RBIR. Then consider the uncoded block

f

(40) 

(A) ii m

  
2log

H F H x n H Fx H x n       


c cx
 



ccording to Equation (20) and (21), BH x n   H x n


  
, there is 
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BLERu = RBIRtoBLER(RBIRu)         (41) 

Since the MCS is given, it is pointed out that Extrinsic 
Information Transfer (EXIT) is definite [11]. So RBIR 
for the coded block after iterative decoding is determined 
by 

RBIR = EXITMCS(RBIRu)            (42) 

So there is 

BLER = RBIRtoBLER(RBIR) 
= RBIRtoBLER[E

=RBIRtoBLER{EXITMCS[InversRBIRtoBLER(BLERu)]} 
appingFunctionMCS(BLERu)               (43) 

This is referred to lemma 1. 

4. Normalized MI for SISO 

d symbol is  

*} = σ2 = 10−SNR/10  (44) 

I is computed as 

XITMCS(RBIRu)] 

= M

For SISO transmission, the receive

y = Hx + n; E{xx*} = 1; E{nn

 
 2,

2 Q 2 Q

|1
log

log
I

log 

    
   x y

P y x MI

P y
  (45) 

Since x is random selected from the constellation, t  

P(x=qi)=1/NQAM                   

Where qi is the ith mapping point in the modulation 
co  points in the 
co

hen 

        (46)

nstellation, and NQAM is the number of
nstellation. So  
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Let Δi,k = qi − qk, 
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5. Normalized MI for 2×2 MIMO 

2×2 MIMO received symbol is 
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For example, the normalized MI of x1 is 

 
 

1
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I
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Since x1 and x2 are random selected from the constel-
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lation,  

P(x1 = q1,i, x2 = q2,j) = 1 / NQAM
2          (57) 

Here q1,i and q2,j are the ith and jth mapping points i
the constellation for x1 and x2 respectively. NQAM is the 
number of points in the constellation. Given transmitting 
vector,  

ql = [q1,i, q2,j]
T; l = 1,2,…,NQAM

2; i, j = 1,2,…,NQAM   (58) 

Let Δl,m = H(ql − qm), 
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Let ne = (Δl,m
Hn+nHΔl,m) / || Δl,m||F, so 

ne ~ N(0, 2σ2)                           (63) 

Then 
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Here the tuning parameter is 

 
Table 8. Tuning parameter for 2×2 MIC 
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Let ne = (h12n1
* + h22n2

*) / (|h12|
2 + |h22|

2), so 

E{ne} = 0; E{ne,realne,imag } = 0; E{|ne|
2} = σe
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The computation of I1 and I2 are similar, so 
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Abstract: Turbo code has been shown to have ability to achieve performance that is close to Shannon limit. It 
has been adopted by various commercial communication systems. Both universal mobile telecommunications 
system (UMTS) TDD and FDD have also employed turbo code as the error correction coding scheme. It out-
performs convolutional code in large block size, but because of its time delay, it is often only used in the 
non-real-time service. In this paper, we discuss the encoder and decoder structure of turbo code in B3G mo-
bile communication System. In addition, various decoding techniques, such as the Log-MAP, Max-log-MAP 
and SOVA algorithm for non-real-time service are deduced and compared. The performance results of de-
coder and algorithms in different configurations are also shown. 

Keywords: decoder, beyond 3G mobile communication system, decoding algorithm 
 

1. Introduction 

A turbo code can be thought as a refinement of the con-
catenated encoding structure and an iterative algorithm 
for decoding the associated code sequence [1]. The codes 
are constructed by applying two or more component 
codes to different interleaved versions of the same in-
formation sequence [2][3]. In literature [4], for any single 
traditional code, the final step at the decoder yields 
hard-decision decoded bits (or, more generally, decoded 
symbols). In order for a concatenated scheme such as a 
turbo code to work properly, the decoding algorithm 
should not limit itself to pass hard decisions among the 
decoders [5]. To best exploit the information learned 
from each decoder, the decoding algorithm must effect 
an exchange of soft rather than hard decisions [6]. For a 
system with two component codes, the concept behind 
turbo decoding is to pass soft decisions from the output 
of one decoder to the input of the other, and to iterate this 
process several times to produce better decisions [7]. 

2. Principle of Iterative Decoding 

For the first decoding iteration of the soft input/soft out-
put decoder in Figure 1, one generally assumes the bi-
nary data to be equally likely, yielding an initial a priori 
LLR value of L(d) =0 for the third term in [8]. The 
channel pre-detection LLR value, Lc(x) , is measured by 
forming the logarithm of the ratio o 1f   and 2 , seen 
in Figure l. The output ˆ)  of the Figure 2 decoder is 
made up of the LLR from the detector, , and the 
extrinsic LLR output. , representing knowledge 

gleaned from the decoding process. As illustrated in Fig-
ure 2, for iterative decoding the extrinsic likelihood is fed 
back to the decoder input, to serve as a refinement of the 
a priori value for the next iteration. 

Consider the two-dimensional code (product code) de-
picted in Figure 2. The configuration can be described as 
 

 
Figure 1. Soft input/soft output decoder 

 

 

 (L d

ˆ(eL d

ˆ'( )L d
)

This paper supported by the 3rd natural science foundation of institute 
(No. LG-08010). 

Figure 2. Two-dimensional product code 
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a data array made up of k1 rows and k2 columns. Each of 
the k1 rows contains a code vector made up of k2 data bits 
and n2-k2 parity bits. Similarly, each of the k2 columns 
contains a code vector made up of k1 data bits and n1-k1 
parity bits. The various portions of the structure are la-
beled d for data, ph for horizontal parity (along the rows), 
and pv for vertical parity (along the columns). Addition-
ally, there are blocks labeled Leh and Lev , which house 
the extrinsic LLR values learned from the horizontal and 
vertical decoding steps, respectively. Notice that this 
product code is a simple example of a concatenated code. 
Its structure encompasses two separate encoding steps, 
horizontal and vertical. The iterative decoding algorithm 
for this product code proceeds as follows: 

1) Set the a priori information 

L(d)=0                           (1) 

2) Decode horizontally, obtain the horizontal extrinsic 
information as shown below: 

ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )eh cL d L d L x L d             (2) 

3) Set 

ˆ( ) ( )ehL d L d                       (3) 

4) Decode vertically, obtain the vertical extrinsic in-
formation as shown below: 

ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ev cL d L d L x L d              (4) 

5) Set 

ˆ( ) ( )evL d L d                        (5) 

6) If there have been enough iterations to yield a reli-
able 7 decision, go to step 7; otherwise, go to step 2; 

7) The soft output is: 

ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )c eh evL d L x L d L d   ˆ           (6) 

3. B3G Mobile System Decoder Design 

The algorithms for decoders can be divided into two 
categories: (1) Log-MAP: Log-Maximum A Posteriori, 
(2) SOVA: Soft Output Viterbi Algorithm. 

3.1. Log-MAP Algorithm 

Before explaining the MAP decoding algorithm, we as-
sume some notations: 

( )S
ks e  starting stage of the edge e. 

( )E
ks e  ending stage of the edge e. 

dk(e) the information word containing k0 bits. 
ui stands for individual information bits. 
xk(e) codeword containing n0 bits. 
We assume here that the received signal is yk=xk+n 

(transmitted symbols + noise). 
The metric at time k is 

 ( ) ( ( ), | ( ))

( ( ) | ( )) ( | ( )) ( | )
k

E E
k k k k

E S S
k k k k k k

x

M e p s e y x e

p s e s e p x s e p y x



    (7) 

( ( )E
kp s e | ( )S

ks e ) a priori information of the informa-

tion bit. 
( | ( ))S

k kp x s e

k

 indicating the existence of connection 

between edges ( )Ss e , ( )E
ks e  

( | )k kp y x  probability of receiving yk if xk was trans-

mitted. 
Ak(.) and Bk(.) is forward and backward path metrics. 

1

1
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( ) ( ( ) , )

( ( )) ( ), 1,..., 1
E
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E k
k k
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k k k

e s e s

A s p s e s y
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k S
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e s e s
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      (9) 

Suppose the decoder starts and ends with known states 

0
0

1, 1,
 ( ) ( )

0, 0,
N

N

s S s S
A s B s

otherwise otherwise

  
  
 

，   (10) 

If the final state of the trellis is unknown: 

1
( ) ,

2N m
B s s                 (11) 

The joint probability at time k is: 

1 1( ) ( , ) ( ( )). ( ). ( ( ))N S E
k k k ke p e y A s e M e B s e   k k   (12) 

3.2. Output Viterbi Algorithm (SOVA) 

There are two modifications compared to the classical 
Viterbi algorithm. One is the path metric modified to 
account the extrinsic information. This is similar to the 
metric calculation in Log-MAP algorithm. The other is 
the algorithm modified to calculate the soft bit. For each 

state in the trellis the metric ( )S
kM s  is calculated for 

both merging paths, the path with the highest metric is 
selected to be the survivor, and for the state (at this stage) 
a pointer to the previous state along the surviving path is 
stored. The information to give L(uk|y) is stored, the dif-

ference is
k  between the discarded and surviving path. 

The binary vector containingδ+1 bits, indicating last δ+1 
bits that generated the discarded path. After ML path is 
found the update sequences and metric differences are 
used to calculate L(uk|y). For each bit ML

ku  in the ML 

path, we try to find the path merging with ML path that 
had compared to the ML

ku  in ML different bit value uk at 

state k and this path should have minimal distance with 
ML path. We go trough δ+1 merging paths that follow 
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stage k i.e. the is
k  i = k,…, (k +δ), for each merging 

path in that set we calculate back to find out which value 
of the bit uk generated this path. If the bit uk in this path is 

not ML
ku  and is

k  is less than current , we set 

= . 

min
k

min
k is

k

...
( | y) min i

ML i
k k

S
k k ii k k

u u

u
 



 L u              (13) 

4. Comparison of the Decoding Algorithms 

SOVA the ML path is found. The recursion used is iden-
tical to the one used for calculating of α in Log-MAP 
algorithm. Along the ML path hard decision on the bit uk 
is made. L(uk|y) is the minimum metric difference be-
tween the ML path and the path that merges with ML 
path and is generated with different bit value uk. In L(uk|y) 
calculations accordingly to Log-MAP one path is ML 
path and other is the most likely path that gives the dif-
ferent uk. In SOVA the difference is calculated between 
the ML and the most likely path that merges with ML 
path and gives different uk. This path but the other may 
not be the most likely one for giving different uk. Com-
pared to Log-MAP output (SOVA does not have bias), 
the output of SOVA is just much noisier. The SOVA and 
Log-MAP have the same output. The magnitude of the 
soft decisions of SOVA will either be identical of higher 
than those of Log-MAP. If the most likely path that gives 
the different hard decision for uk, has survived and 
merges with ML path the two algorithms are identical. If 
that path does not survive the path on what different uk is 

made is less likely than the path which should have been 
used. 

The forward recursion in Log-MAP and SOVA is 
identical but the trace-back depth in SOVA is either less 
than or equal to the backward recursion depth. Log-MAP 
is the slowest of the three algorithms, but has the best 
performance among these three algorithms. In our 
TD-CDMA simulation, we implemented the Log-MAP 
and SOVA decoder to get best performance (with Log- 
MAP) or fastest speed (with SOVA). Figure 3 gives the 
performance comparison between Log-MAP and SOVA 
and it shows that Log-MAP is 1.2dB better than SOVA 
at the BER of 10-2, with the code block size of 260 bits 
and 7 iterations. 

The code block size or interleaver size is also affect 
the decoding performance, the BER performance com-
parison of various code block size is shown in Figure 4. 
The longer is the code block, the better is the perform-
ance, but the big code block size makes more computing 
time, and the computing complexity increases by expo-
nential. 

 

Table 1. Comparison of complexity of different decoding 
algorithms 

Operations MAP Log-MAP SOVA 

additions 4×2M+6 12×2M+6 4×2M+9 

max-ops  4×2M-2 2×2M-1 

multiplications 10×2M+8 8 4 

look-ups 4(exp) 4×2M-2  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. BER performance of Log-MAP algorithm VS SOVA algorithm 
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Figure 4. Measured BER performance of the Log-MAP algorithm for various block sizes 
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Turbo decoder is the iterative decoder, and decoding 
performance is also impacted by the number of iteration. 
Figure 5 shows that the BER performance improves as 
the number of turbo iteration increased. However, the 
required computation also increases. It is shown that no 
significant performance improvement is observed after 
the sixth iteration. 

5. Conclusions 

We illustrate the turbo decoder principle, and the deriva-
tion of Log-MAP, and SOVA algorithms. Log-MAP al-
gorithm is shown to achieve the best performance with 
good complexity tradeoff. SOVA algorithm has less 
computation complexity with about 1.2dB performance 
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degradation compared with Log-MAP at the BER of 10-2. 
We also demonstrate that the performance of turbo code 
is directly proportional to the interleaver size and number 
of iteration in the turbo decoder. Finally, it is also shown 
that the performance is affected by the scale of the input 
soft bits power but the effect is negligible when the scal-
ing factor is larger than 0.8. 
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Abstract: Power offset is zero-order term in the capacity versus signal-to-noise ratio curve. In this paper, ap-
proximate analysis of power offset is presented to describe MIMO system with uniform linear antenna arrays 
of fixed length. It is assumed that the number of receive antenna is larger than that of transmit antenna. Spa-
tially Correlated MIMO Channel is approximated by tri-diagonal toeplitz matrix. The determinant of tri-di-
agonal toeplitz matrix, which is fitted by elementary curve, is one of the key factors related to power offset. 
Based on the curve fitting, the determinant of tri-diagonal toeplitz matrix is mathematically tractable. Conse-
quently, the expression of local extreme points can be derived to optimize power offset. The simulation re-
sults show that approximation above is accurate in local extreme points of power offset. The proposed ex-
pression of local extreme points is helpful to approach optimal power offset. 

Keywords: MIMO, multiplexing gain, power offset, high snr region, toeplitz matrix 
 
1. Introduction 

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system is widely 
used in wireless communication to improve the perform-
ance. The spectral efficiency of MIMO channel is much 
higher than that over the conventional signal antenna 
channel. The research of MIMO includes two different 
perspectives: the first one concerns performance analysis 
in terms of error performance of practical systems, the 
second one concerns the study of channel capacity. 

The design of communication schemes was mainly 
considered in the former perspectives with the aid of theo-
retical analysis and simulation [1][2], and [3]. For the 
latter, important parameters such as diversity gain [4], 
multiplexing gain [5][6] (referred to degree of freedom in 
other literatures), and power offset [7-9], and [10] were 
emphatically analyzed in the high signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) region. Furthermore, diversity and multiplexing 
tradeoff has been proposed in [11][12], and [13], that is to 
say diversity and multiplexing tradeoff can be obtained 
for a given multiple antenna channel. It is worth pointing 
out in [11] that the diversity and multiplexing tradeoff is 
essentially the tradeoff between the error probability and 
the data rate of a given system. 

The multiplexing gain is not sufficient to accurately 
characterize the property of MIMO capacity. A more ac-
curate representation of high SNR behavior in SNR-ca-
pacity curve is provided by an affine approximation to 
capacity, which includes both the multiplexing gain (i.e. 
slope) and power offset (i.e. zero-order term) [7]. High 
SNR power offset has been analyzed in [8] over multiple 
antenna Ricean channels. It was shown in [8] that the im-

pact of the Ricean factor at high SNR region could be 
conveniently quantified through the corresponding power 
offset. In [9], high SNR power offset in multiple antenna 
communication was derived in detail. Achievable through- 
put was compared between the optimal strategy of dirty 
paper coding and suboptimal linear precoding techniques 
(zero-forcing and block diagonalization) in [10] on appli-
cation of power offset. Hence, power offset is an impor-
tant parameter in multiple antenna communication. 

In many practical environments, signal correlation 
among the antenna array exists due to the scattering. Fad-
ing correlation and its effect on the capacity of multiele-
ment antenna system has been studied in [14]. Hence, 
analysis of spatially correlated MIMO channels has been 
another topic in the past few years, which necessitates the 
model of correlated channel. A general space-time corre-
lation model for MIMO systems in mobile fading channel 
has been presented in [15]. The model in [15] was flexible 
and mathematically tractable. In [16], the correlated 
model of [15] has been used to investigate the capacity of 
spatially correlated MIMO Rayleigh-fading channels. 

Recently, application of different antenna arrays in 
MIMO system has also been exploited. With the consid-
eration of physical constraints imposed by maximum size 
of the antenna array, uniform linear array of fixed length 
has been used in [17] to analyze the asymptotic capacity 
of MIMO systems. 

The uniform linear array of fixed length is also used in 
this paper to analyze the power offset of MIMO system 
over spatially correlated channel. On application of curve 
fitting, the determinant of tri-diagonal toeplitz matrix is 
mathematically tractable. Over spatially correlated chan-
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nel, the main result of this paper is the derived expression 
of local extreme points of power offset, using the uni-
form linear array of fixed length. To the best of our 
knowledge, the main result has not been presented in 
other literatures. 

The rest parts are organized as follows. In Section 2, the 
basic definitions of multiplexing gain and power offset are 
presented. System model and correlation model are given 
in Section 3. Approximate analysis of power offset by 
fitting determinant curve of tri-diagonal toeplitz matrix is 
put forward in Section 4. Section 5 shows the simulation 
results. Finally, a brief conclusion is given in Section 6. 

Notation: In the following context, matrices and vectors 
are denoted by boldface upper case symbols and boldface 
lower case symbols, respectively. The transpose and 

Hermitian transpose are denoted by  and   T H , re-

spectively. The expected value is represented by  E  . 

  is used for the Euclidian norm. 

2. Basic Definition 

In the high SNR region, the capacity of single-user 
MIMO system of coherent reception is given by [18][19] 

2( ) min( , ) log (1T RC SNR n n SNR o  )        (1) 

where  denote the number of transmit and receive 

antenna elements , respectively.  is the signal to 
noise ratio. The MIMO capacity in high SNR region is a 
linear function of , i.e. the stationary slope in 

SNR-capacity curve. In other words, any increase in 
 is immaterial, i.e. without any impact to the 

slope. The slope is the so-called maximum multiplexing 
gain (degree of freedom). 

,T Rn n

, )T Rn n

SNR

min( , )T Rn n

max(

If  is fixed to a given value (generally speaking, 

 is less than six, expressed as 

Tn

Tn 
Tn  in the following 

context), and R Tn n , the multiplexing gain equals to a 

fixed value without consideration of correlation of chan-
nel response and the number of receive antenna elements. 
So power offset is introduced to compare the impact of 
channel property with the same value of multiplexing 
gain, and (1) is replaced by [9] 

2( ) (log ( ) ) (1

(1)
3

dB

C SNR S SNR L o

SNR
S L o

dB

 

 

 

    
 

)
         (2) 

where  is multiplexing gain and  is power offset 

in 3-dB units. When ，the multiplexing gain 
and power offset can be computed by 

S L

SNR 

2

( )
lim

log ( )SNR

C SNR
S

SNR 
                 (3) 

2

( )
lim log ( )

SNR

C SNR
L SNR

S 


 
  

 
          (4) 

In the high SNR region, SNR-capacity curve is ap-
proximately determined by multiplexing gain and power 
offset. Most channels, having the same multiplexing gain, 
may have very different capacities because of various 
values of the power offset. Hence, power offset is an im-
portant parameter to describe the capacity behavior in 
high SNR region. 

3. System Model and Correlation Mode 

The system model and channel correlation model are de-
fined in this section. For MIMO system, the general 
baseband model is given by 

y Hx n                      (5) 

where  is the channel response matrix, and 
 is the input complex signal vector 

whose spatial covariance matrix normalized by the energy 
per dimension can be expressed as 

H

1 2[  
T

T

n
x x xx    ]


2

( )
1 [ ]

H

T

E

E
n




xx
Φ

x
                (6) 

while  and  are the 

output vector and additive white Gaussian noise vector, 
respectively. Because of normalization and assumption of 

isotropic input, 

1 2[ ]
R

T
ny y y   y

( )tr

1 2[
R

T
nn n n    n ]


TnΦ  and , where  is 

Tn
Φ I nI

n n  identity matrix. 
Kronecker model [16] is used to describe the correla-

tion of channel response. On the assumption of rich scat-
tering environments and having no line of sight, the cor-
related channel response matrix is denoted by 

H T R Σ Σ Σ                  (7) 

where   is Kronecker product,  and TΣ RΣ  are cor-

related matrix of transmit and receive antenna, respec-
tively. So the channel response matrix  is given by H

1
2

R T H Σ HΣ
1

2                (8) 

where  is channel response matrix whose elements are H
independent and identical distribution random variables. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that the distance 
between transmit antenna elements is large enough to 
neglect the correlation at the transmit node. Consequently, 
without considering the antenna correlation at the transmit 
node, the correlation matrix  is identity matrix, and 

the receive antenna correlation model 
TΣ

RΣ  is given by 

[15][16]. 
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where RL  is the fixed length of receive antenna array 

normalized by  . In this paper, RL  is assumed to be in 

the range from 1 to 10. 

where [0, )  
[ , )

 is the so-called AOA(angle of arrival), 

  



   is average value of AOA, ijd s normalized 

distance between antenna array elements, that is to say 

 i

ij
ijd

d
  he factual distance between i and j 

antenna array element, 

, ijd

In the Figure 1 and 2, power offset approximation 
based on tri-diagonal, five-diagonal, and seven-diagonal 
toeplitz matrix is obtained versus the number of receive 
antenna with various value of RL . Furthermore, power 

offset over independent channel is also provided as lower 
bound for numerical comparison. It can be seen from 
Figure 1 and 2 that tri-diagonal toeplitz matrix can be 
used to approximate the correlation model at the receive 
node. 

is t

  s wave length, i ( )nI   is 

n-order modified Bessel function. It is obvious that 
 is real symmetric toeplitz matrix. ( , )R i jΣ

On the assumption of isotropic scattering, the correla-
tion matrix at the receive node is simplified to 

0( , ) (2 )R iji j J dΣ                 (10) 
4. Approximate Analysis of Power Offset 

where  is n order Bessel function, and  

can be simplified to 

( )nJ  ( , )R i jΣ

tri-diagonal toeplitz matrix through 
the simulation results illustrated by Figure 1 and Figure 
2. 

Depending on the discussion in Section 3, tri-diagonal 
toeplitz matrix can be used to approximate the correla-
tion model at the receive node. In this section, the deter-
minant curve of tri-diagonal toeplitz matrix is fitted by an 
elementary function, which simplifies the approximate 
analysis of power offset. 

1

R R

R

n n

Σ









 
  
 
 
 
   

Expression of power offset for MIMO system over corre-
lated channel is derived in [9], and the expression is given by           (11) 
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1
log (ln det( ))
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    (13) 
where 
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Figure 1. Approximate analysis of power offset based on 3, 5, and 7 diagonal toeplitz matrix with , 5RL   2Tn   
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Figure 2. Approximate analysis of power offset based on 3, 5, and 7 diagonal toeplitz matrix with , 6RL   2Tn   
 

where  and TΛ RΛ  are diagonal matrix whose ele-

ments are eigenvalues of  and TΣ RΣ

Φ

)T P

, respectively.  

is also diagonal matrix whose elements are eigenvalues of 
normalized spatial covariance matrix , so  is iden-

tity matrix and  is constant zero. 

P

P
1/ n 2g deT lo t(Λ

RΛ can be derived from (11). It is obvious that RΛ  is 

full rank matrix, and then (13) is simplified to 


2log ( ( ) ( ))T R RL n f n g n              (14) 

where ( )Rf n  and ( )Rg n  can be described by 


(ln det( ))

( )
ln 2

H

R

T

E
f n

n

W W
             (15) 
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R
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n

 
Λ

               (16) 

Because  is wishart matrix and nonsingular 
with probability 1, 

HW W
( )Rf n  is reduced to [9] 
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where ( )   is digamma function and the definition of 

digamma function is 

1

1

1
( )

n

l

n
l

 




                   (18) 

where   is Euler-Mascheroni constant, and  

1

1
lim log 0.5772

n

e
n

l

n
l






 
   

 
          (19) 

When it comes to function ( )Rg n , the derivation of 

( )Rg n  can be expressed as 

 
1 1

( ) ln det( ) ln det( )
ln 2 ln 2

R R R

T T

g n
n n

   Λ Σ   (20) 

It can be found from (20) that ( )Rg n  is only deter-

mined by the determinant of RΣ , and the determinant of 

Rn order tri-diagonal toeplitz matrix RΣ  can be com-

puted by [20]. 
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Σ  (21) 

With the aid of numerical computation and mathemati-
cal analysis, the curve of the determinant of tri-diagonal 
toeplitz matrix can be fit by some tractable elementary 
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function. When  in (21), det21 4 0  RΣ can be ap-

proximated by the fitted curve as follow: 

2 2
0( ) 1 5 1 5 (2 )

1
R

R
R

L
h n J

n
    


        (22) 

The approximation between the fitted curves and de-
terminant curves of tri-diagonal toeplitz matrix are illus-
trated in Figure 3 and Figure 4. From Figure 3 and 4, we 
can find that the fitting curve can exactly approach the 
extreme points of the determinant of tri-diagonal toeplitz 
matrix. However, the expression is much simpler. In other 
words, the further derivation using the fitted curve is 
tractable using well-known mathematical software such 
as WOLFRAM MATHEMATICA. 

In the following context, power offset is analyzed in 
detail. The approximate analysis of power offset is based 
on the piecewise function of Rn . The condition 

 in (22) is necessary due to , so 

the number of receiver antenna 

21 5 0  det 0RΣ 

Rn  can not be large than 

. Moreover, it shows from the conclusion in [21] 

that the effect of correlation can be neglected when the 
normalized length of receive antenna array 

4 1RL 

RL

1R Rn L 
 is larger 

than one wave length, that is to say . Hence, 

the considered range of the number of receive antenna is 
. 1R RL n  4 RL 1

With the discussion above, when , the 

normalized length of receive antenna array 

1R Rn L 

RL  is large 

than one wave length and the effect of correlation can be 
neglected, that is to say  and the power offset 

is expressed as 

( ) 0Rg n 
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When it comes to the range of , the 

normalized length of receive antenna array 

1 4R R RL n L   

RL

( ) 0Rg n 

 is smaller 

than one wave length and the effect of correlation can not 
be neglected. In other words, . However, for a 

given value of Tn , the first-order derivative ( ( )Rf n

( )

 is 

assumed to be continuous) of Rf n  is obtained by 
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        (24) 

where 1( )   is trigamma function. Hence, it shown 

from (24) that ( )Rf n  approximately equal to the con-

stant  (approximation accuracy is related to the value 

of 

C


Tn ). The power offset is expressed as 


2log ( )T RL n g n C              (25) 
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Figure 3. Approximation of determinant of tri-diagonal toeplitz matrix by curve fitting and  5RL
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Figure 4. Approximation of determinant of tri-diagonal toeplitz matrix by curve fitting and  6RL 

 
Without loss of generality, the constant  can be 

neglected in the approximate computation. Hence, the 
power offset in (25) is only determined by 

C

( )Rg n

2

. From 

(22), the curve of the determinant of tri-diagonal toeplitz 
matrix can be fitted by ( ) 1Rh n 5  , where 

0
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. The first order derivative ( ( )Rh n  is as-

sumed to be continuous) of ( )Rh n  can be computed by 
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where , that is to say 1 4R R RL n L   

And then, the second-order derivative of ( )Rh n  can 

be computed by 
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Using (27), the second-order derivative in points 
, 1,2,iP i   is obtained as follow: 
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. In the range above, function 
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. Consequently, ( )Rh n  has three 

extreme points in the range of 
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3

, de-

scribed by . , 1iP i  , 2,

With the discussion above, it is obvious that point  

and  are local maximum points of 
1P

2P ( )Rh n  and point 
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3P  is local minimum point. Furthermore, it is obvious 

from (20) that the extreme points of ( )Rh n  is same as 

ones of ( )Rg n . Consequently, in the range of 1RL  

t

 

, the extreme points of power offset in (25) 

can be approximately computed by 

4 1RL 

arg mi

arg ma

R

R

n

n











P

Rn 


Rn 

 

 

n

x

, for local mini t

, for local maxi in

L

L









mal poin

mum po
   (31) 

where  is defined as follows:  

2 2
1 , 1 , 1,2,3=R R

i i

L L
i

P P

p pì üê ú é ùï ïï ïê ú ê ú+ +í ýê ú ê úï ïï ïë û ê úî þ
P =       (32) 

where xê úë û  and xé ùê ú  denote the maximum integer 

smaller than x  and minimum integer larger than x, re-
spectively.  is the extreme points com-

puted above. (31) can be used to approximately compute 
the number of receive antenna, in order to achieve the 
optimal power offset. 

, 1, 2, 3i P i

5. Simulation Results 

In the Figure 1 and 2, with the assumption of  2Tn  , 

power offset is approximately analyzed based on tri-di-
agonal, five-diagonal, and seven-diagonal toeplitz versus 
the number of receive antenna, with  in Figure 1 

and  in Figure 2. Furthermore, power offset in 

independent channel is also provided as lower bound for 
numerical comparison. The approximation trend can be 

5RL 
6RL

found from Figure 1 and 2. The tri-diagonal toeplitz ma-
trix can be assumably used to characterize the property of 
power offset over spatially correlated channel. Hence, 
tri-diagonal toeplitz matrix can be used to approximate 
the correlation model at the receive node. 

The approximation of fitting the curve of tri-diagonal 
toeplitz matrix determinant is illustrated in Figure 3 and 
Figure 4 to compare the difference between fitted curves 
and determinant curves, with  in Figure 3 and 5RL 

6RL   in Figure 4. From Figure 3 and 4, we can find 
that the fitting curve can exactly approach the extreme 
points of the determinant of tri-diagonal toeplitz matrix. 
However, the expression is mathematically tractable. 

With the same assumption of  2Tn  , approximation 

of power offset is shown in Figure 5 and 6, with 5RL   

in Figure 5 and 6RL   in Figure 6. From Figure 5 and 

6, we can find the position of two local minimal points 
and one local maximum point. With the condition of 

5RL   and Tn 2 , the local extreme points computed 

by (31) is 9Rn   for local maximum point and 

7,Rn 15 

6

 for local minimal points. With the condition 

of RL   and  2Tn  , the local extreme points com-

puted by (31) is 11Rn   for local maximum point and 

8,Rn 16   for local minimal points. The computation 

results based on (31) coincide with the illustration results 
in Figure 5 and 6. Hence, all the approximation in this 
paper is reasonable, including approximation of correla-
tion model and approximation of determinant of tri-di-
agonal toeplitz matrix. 
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Figure 5. Power offset comparation between accurate and approximate determinant of toeplitz matrix with , 5RL   2Tn   
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Figure 6. Power offset comparation between accurate and approximate determinant of toeplitz matrix with , 6RL   2Tn   

 
Similar results are presented in Figure 7 and 8, with 

the assumption of  and  in Figure 7 

while  in Figure 8. With the condition of 

 4Tn  5RL 
8RL  5RL   

and  4T 
9

n

R

, the local extreme points computed by (31) 

is  for local maximum point and  for 

local minimal points. With the condition of 

n 7,R  

RL

15
8

n

  and 

, the local extreme points computed by (31) is 

 for local maximum point and  for 

local minimal points. The computation results based on (31) 
coincide with the illustration results in Figure 7 and 8. 


Tn

n

4

14


R 10, 22Rn

Consequently, it is presented in Figure 5 and 7 that the 

effect caused by the number Tn  can be neglected. In 

other words, for small value of Tn  and in the range of 

number of receive antenna , the 

assumption of 

1 4R R RL n L   1

( )Rf n C  is tenable with neglectable 

loss of precision. The extreme points of power offset is 
only determined by ( )Rg n . 
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Figure 7. Power offset comparation between accurate and approximate determinant of toeplitz matrix with , 5RL   4Tn   
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Figure 8. Power offset comparation between accurate and approximate determinant of toeplitz matrix with , 8RL   4Tn   

 
6. Conclusions 

Approximate analysis of power offset over spatially cor-
related channel is proposed to optimize the number of 
receive antenna with antenna array of fixed length. An-
tenna correlation matrix is approximated by tri-diagonal 
toeplitz matrix. The determinant of tri-diagonal toeplitz 
matrix is reduced to simple style by curve fitting with 
neglectable loss of precision. Based on the approxima-
tion above, the expression of local extreme points of 
power offset is derived. Simulation results shows that the 
derived expression is accurate in the local extreme points 
of power offset, that is to say, all the approximation in 
this paper is reasonable. 
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Abstract: IEEE802.16e is the major global cellular wireless standard that enables low-cost mobile Internet 
application. However, existing handover process system still has latency affects time-sensitive applications. In 
this paper, the handover procedures of 802.16e and Fast Handover for Hierarchical MIPv6 (F-HMIPv6) are 
reconstructed to achieve a better transmission performance. The concept of cross layer design is adopted to 
refine the existing handover procedure specified in 802.16e MAC layer and F-HMIPv6. More specifically, 
layer2 and layer3 signaling messages for handover are analyzed and combined/interleaved to optimize the 
handover performance. Extensive simulations show that the proposed scheme in this paper is superior to the 
other scheme proposed by IETF. 

Keywords: handover, cross layer, 802.16e, F-HMIPv6 
 
1. Introduction 

Recently, wireless access technologies have been evolv-
ing for diverse capabilities and services. The Third Gen-
eration Partnership Project (3GPP) has been defining 
Universal Terrestrial Radio Access (UTRA) for 3G radio 
access，as well as the optimization of the network archi-
tecture with HSxPA [1]. The CDMA2000 mobile com-
munication system also has been evolved into 1xEV-Dx 
for high speed data services. As one of wireless access 
technologies, Mobile WiMAX was successfully adopted 
by ITU as one of the IMT-2000 technologies in Novem-
ber 2007. Since then mobile WiMAX (IP-OFDMA) has 
officially become a major global cellular wireless stan-
dard along with 3GPP UMTS/HSPA and 3GPP2 CDMA/ 
EVDO [2]. 

Mobile WiMAX is a fast growing broadband access 
technology that enables low-cost mobile Internet applica-
tions, and realizes the convergence of mobile and fixed 
broadband access in a single air interface and network 
architecture. The IEEE802.16e provides high bandwidth, 
low-cost, scalable solutions that extend services from 
backbone networks to wireless users. Because of a larger 
coverage area, portability and mobility have become sig-
nificant issues for providing high quality application, as it 
is crucial to minimize handover latency and maintain ses-
sion continuity. The IEEE 802.16e standard only defines 
a frame work in MAC layer (L2) without considering 
upper layer handover performance. But from the IP based 
service point of view, simply reducing the L2 latency 
does not adequately reduce the overall handover latency. 
The whole handover procedure shall not include L2 only 
but also the IP layer. So in order to improve the IP layer 
(L3) handover performance, a number of standards of 
MIPv6 are proposed by IETF. Fast Handovers for Mobile 

IPv6 (FMIPv6) [3], aim to reduce the handover latency by 
configuring new IP addresses before entering the new 
subnet. Hierarchical MIPv6 mobility management 
(HMIPv6) [4] introduces a hierarchy of mobile agents to 
reduce the registration latency and the possibility of an 
outdated care-of address. FMIPv6 and HMIPv6 can also 
be used together as suggested in [5] to reduce the latency 
related to Movement Detection and CoA configuration/ 
Verification and cut down the signaling overhead and 
delay concerned with Binding Update (BU). Fast Hand-
over for Hierarchical MIPv6 (F-HMIPv6) [5] also intro-
duces the Mobility Anchor Point (MAP) to provide a bet-
ter solution for micro mobility. 

In order to provide seamless services during handover, 
in this paper, we study the process that shall be performed 
in L2 and L3 and the related message of 802.16e and F- 
HMIPv6 to propose a cross layer handoff scheme. In or-
der to speed up the total handover process, we also use the 
proposed scheme in [6] to optimize the 802.16e network 
entry procedure and reduce the L2 handover delay. This 
paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly in-
troduce the relevant protocols and related proposals. In 
Section 3 we present our cross-layer handover scheme, 
while Section 4 validates its performance. We finally con-
clude the paper in Section 5. 

2. Background and Related Works 

2.1 Handover Process of 802.16e 

Figure 1 shows the handover process of 802.16e. The 
802.16e handover (HO) procedure includes several phases, 
namely, network topology acquisition and advertisement, 
target BS scanning procedure, HO decision and initiation, 
and network re-entry [7]. We provide details about these 
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stages, explaining what is their role in the overall MAC- 
layer HO latency. 

In network topology acquisition stage, a BS periodi-
cally broadcasts the system information of the 
neighboring BSs using Neighbour Advertisement mes-
sage. The Serving BS may unicast MOB_NBR-ADV 
message based on the cell types of neighbor cells, in 
order to achieve overhead reduction and facilitate 
scanning priority for MS. Then MS may use any un-
available intervals assigned by the serving BS to per-
form scanning. The BS or MS may prioritize the 
neighbor BSs to be scanned based on various metrics, 
such as cell type, loading, RSSI and location. MS 
measures the selected scanning candidate BSs and re-
ports the measurement result back to the serving BS by 
using Neighbour Advertisement message. 

The handover algorithm is a network-controlled, MS- 
assisted handover. Although handover procedure may be 
initiated by either MS or BS, the final HO decision and 
target BS(s) selection are performed by the serving BS 
or the network. MS executes the HO as directed by the 
BS or cancels the HO procedure through HO cancella-
tion message. The network re-entry procedure with the 
target BS may be optimized by target BS possession of 
MS information obtained from serving BS over the 
backbone network. MS may also maintain communication 

with serving BS while performing network re-entry at 
target BS as directed by serving BS. 

2.2 Fast Handover for Hierarchical MIPv6 
(F-HMIPv6) 

The handover process of 802.16e mainly deals with 
layer2 hop-by-hop connection issues. However, fast 
Handover for Hierarchical MIPv6 (F-HMIPv6) protocol 
takes the advantage of FMIPv6 and HMIPv6, which is the 
most popular layer3 protocol. The HMIPv6 introduces the 
Mobility Anchor Point (MAP) to reduce the signaling 
overhead and delay concerned with Binding Update for 
micro mobility. Therefore HMIPv6 still needs a further 
handover enhancement to support the real-time applica-
tions. Currently FMIPv6 is the typical protocol to reduce 
the handover latency. Then F-HMIPv6 integrates these 
two protocols and provides a scheme for effective inte-
gration. Figure 2 illustrates the generic procedures for F- 
HMIPv6 operations. 

Based on L2 handover anticipation, the mobile node 
(MN) sends RtSolPr message to MAP. The RtSolPr 
should include information about the link layer address or 
identifier of the concerned New Access Router (NAR). In 
response to the RtSolPr message, the MAP sends the 
PrRtAdv message contain information about New on-link 
Care of Address (NLCoA) to the MN. At this time, MAP 

 

 
Figure 1. A general flow for HO 
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Figure 2. Procedures of F-HMIPv6 
 
has already known the network prefix and link layer ad-
dress of the associated NAR. Subsequently, MN will up-
date MAP by sending Fast Binding Update (FBU) mes-
sage which contains previous on-link CoA (PLCoA) and 
IP address of the NAR. After receiving the FBU message 
from MN, the MAP will send a Handover Initiate (HI) 
message to the NAR so as to establish a bi-directional 
tunnel. If Handover Acknowledgement (HACK) message 
from NAR indicates the validity of new NLCoA by Du-
plicate Address Detection (DAD) procedure, the bi-direc-
tional tunnel between MAP and NAR will set up. All data 
packets are intercepted by MAP and delivered over this 
tunnel. The MN sends Fast Neighbor Advertisement 
(FNA) messages to NAR, when it detects that it is moved 
in the link layer, and the NAR delivers the buffered data 
packets to the MN over NLCoA. When the MAP receives 
the new Local Binding Update with NLCoA from the MN, 
it will stop the packet forwarding to NAR and then clear 
the tunnel established for fast handover. When MN sends 
Local Binding Update (LBU) to MAP, MAP will respond 
with Local Binding ACK (LBACK), and forward packet 
directly to the MN (at NAR). 

3. Proposed Cross-Layer Handover Scheme 

In this section, we propose our cross layer handover 
scheme (CLHS). The CLHS achieves seamless handover 

by exploiting the L2 handover indicators and designing 
an efficient interleaving scheme of the 802.16e and the 
F-HMIPv6 handover procedures. The basic idea of 
CLHS is as follows: 1) integrate the correlated messages 
of 802.16e and F-HMIPv6. 2) reorder/combine L2 and 
L3 signaling messages and minimize the required control 
flow. Thus we can get shorter handover latency and 
higher throughput. 

Figure 3 shows network architecture of CLFS in 
802.16e.To achieve hierarchical handover, we propose a 
MAP in ASN (Access Service Network) Gateway. The 
MAP acts as an aggregation mobile anchor residing in 
ASN Gateway and connecting with Access Router (AR). 
If MN moves between subnets in the same MAP domain, 
it should be in intra-MAP handover status. If MN moves 
from one MAP domain to another, it should be in in-
ter-MAP handover status. If MN moves between subnets 
in the same AR domain, it should be in L2 handover 
status. 

Identical with HMIPv6 scheme, a MN has two CoAs, 
on-link CoA (LCoA) and Regional CoA (RCoA).When 
MN enters a new MAP domain, firstly it performs the 
HMIPv6 registrations procedures with HA and MAP. 
Then MN will bind its LCoA with an address on the 
MAP’s RCoA. If the MN changes its current address 
within a local MAP domain (LCoA), such as from AR1 to 
AR2, it only needs to register the new address with the 
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Figure 3. Network architecture of CLFS in 802.16e 

 
MAP, following the Local Binding Update procedures of 
HMIPv6. As long as MN moves from AR2 to AR3 in the 
picture, the Regional CoA (RCoA) needs to be registered 
with correspondent nodes and the HA. When MN moves 
from BS3 to BS4, it only needs the MAC Layer handover. 

In Figure 4, we design F-HMIPv6 handover informa-
tion integrate with 802.16e and make some modifications. 
The “MOB_NBR_ADV” message is periodically sent by 
BS and its function is similar to the “PrRtAdv” message 
in F-HMIPv6. So, these two periodical advertisement 
messages can be combined together. We can deliver the 

L3 information of target network which MN moves to in 
MOB_NBR_ADV message, and RtSol/RtAdv messages 
can be omitted. By combining 802.16e with F-HMIPv6, 
and employing the former’s new BS discovery ability 
with the RtSol/RtAdv messages, MN movement could be 
detected. In addition to modifying these two messages, 
we can make a little modification and combine the mes-
sage of FBU in layer 3 and the message of MOB_ 
HO_IND in layer 2. It is indicate that L2’handover when 
MS sends MOB_HO_IND message; And FBU message is 
to inform MAP for the initiation of L3’ handover. There-
fore, it’s reasonable to send MOB_HO_IND together with 
FBU. 

In the first place, S-BS shall broadcast a MOB_NBR 
-ADV including L3 information of RtSol/RtAdv to MN 
periodically. If the MN discovers a new neighbor BS in 
this message, it may perform scanning for the T-BS. 
When the MN decides to change links based on its policy 
such as the degrading signal strength or increasing packet 
loss rate, it will initiate handover by sending a 
MOB_MSHO-REQ to the BS and will receive a MOB_ 
BSHO-RSP from the BS as a response. Alternatively, the 
BS may initiate handover by sending a MOB_BSHO 
-REQ to the MN. Then MN sends MOB_ HO_IND to-
gether with FBU to S-BS, and S-BS will forward FBU 
message to MAP. After that, messages of HI and HACK 
occur between the MAP and NAR to implement DAD 
and establish a bi-directional tunnel. As soon as the tun-
nel is set up, MAP sends FBACK messages over previ-
ous LCoA (PLCoA) and new LCoA (NLCoA), and in-
tercepting packets destined for the MN to NAR over this 
tunnel. After switching links, the MN synchronizes 

 

 
Figure 4. CLFS mechanism for 802.16e   
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with the target BS and performs the 802.16e network en-
try procedure. In this process, MN will acquaint of NCoA 
by Fast_DL_MAP_IE message [7]. Once the network 
entry procedure is completed, the L2 signals L3 with a 
LINK_UP (LUP) which report MN establish L2 connec-
tion with T-BS. In this stage, MN issues an FNA to NAR 
by using NLCoA as a source IP address. When the NAR 
receives the FNA from MN, it delivers the buffered pack-
ets to the MN through the tunnel. Then MN sends LBU 
message to NMAP to bind the NRCoA and NLCoA, and 
NMAP replies LBACK. In the end, NMAP delivers the 
buffered packets to MN through the tunnel. Thus, the 
whole handover operation is completed. 

The above is the general flow of CLFS mechanism, in 
practice, different cases need different processes. When 
MN from one AR to another with micro mobility, there 
will be only needs to register the new address with the 
MAP, following the Local Binding Update procedures of 
HMIPv6. Therefore, we don’t detail here. 

4. Performance Analysis 

In this section, we provide a performance analysis for the 
concept described in Section 3. The performance evalua-
tion here provided is performed by means of simulations 
carried out with Matlab. 

4.1 Analytical Models 

In this paper, we consider that the handover latency starts 
with MN send MOB_HO_IND together with FBU, and 
completes with MN can normally communicate with CN. 
To analyze the performance of proposed scheme, we 
define some parameters in the Table 1 as following: 

If we assume TL2 is the L2 handover delay, the conven-
tional L2 handover delay is  

2 ( ) _
     

L c sync cont resol rng auth reg frame
T T T T T T T        

In Formula (1), Tsync can be done within 2 frames. 
Tcont_resol typically needs minimum of 6 frames roundtrip 
delay plus a random handling duration. Tauth needs 2 
 

Table 1. Notations of performance parameters 

Symbol Descriptions 

Ta_b Delay between node a and node b; 

Tframe Frame duration of IEEE802.16e PHY 

TDAD Average delay of the DAD procedure; 

Ttunnel a_b Latency for Tunneled packets; 

Thop Delay of each hop in a wired backbone network 

Na_b Number of hops between node a and node b; 

Tsync Average time required to synchronize with new downlink;

Tcont_resol Average time required for contention resolution procedure;

Trng Average time required for ranging process during HO; 

Tauth Average time required for re-authorization during HO; 

Treg average time required for re-registration; 

frames plus a handling duration of about 100ms. Treg al- 
ways needs 2 frames plus a handling duration of about 
10ms. And Tframe means the duration of MN send 
MOB_HO_IND together with FBU message which takes 
1 frame. 

We also give the L2 and L3 total handover delay Ttotal 

of conventional FMIPv6 in [8] as follow: 

( 6 ) _ _ 2 ( )

_ _ _

_ _ _

_ 2 ( ) _

2

2 2 3

2( )

7

   

  

  

   

total FMIPv PAR NAR DAD tunnelPAR NAR L c

MN HA MN CN MN AR

PAR NAR NAR HA NAR CN hop


DAD tunnelPAR NAR L c MN AR

T T T T T

T T T

N N N

T T T T

T
    

From the Formula (1), we may see that it takes a long 
time for handover procedures in conventional L2 scheme. 
That’s mainly because, in case of network entry produce, 
MS fails to receive Fast RNG_IE and conducts contention 
based ranging. The MS performs random backoff and 
sends CDMA codes instead of RNG-REQ message on the 
link. Furthermore, the MS should perform re-authoriza-
tion and re-registration processes. If we use the proposed 
scheme in [8], the downlink packet could be transmitted 
just after synchronization to the new downlink and total 
L2 handover delay is cut down. So we can get optimized 
L2 handover delay as follow: 

2( )  L o sync frameT T T                

The total handover latency of the CLHSmechanism is 
calculated as follow: 

( ) 2 ( ) _

_ _

_ _ _

2 ( ) _ _

_ _

_ _

max( , 2

)

2 2

max( , 2( 1)

)

2 2

 

 

  

  

  

 

total CLFS L o DAD PMAP NAR

PMAP PAR tunnelMAP AR

MN NAR MN NMAP MN HA

L o DAD PAR NAR MAP AR

hop tunnelMAP AR MN NAR

MN NMAP MN HA

T T T T

T T

T T T

T T N N

T T T

T T

   (4) 

Then we list the delay period and packet disruption 
time with CLFS based 802.16e in Figure 5. Apart from 
handover disruption and delay period, we also note how 
the time point of trigger influences these operations, as 
well as the time point at which CN can send packet di-
rectly to MN. 

 

Trigger
MOB_NBR-ADV

RtSoLPr PrRtAdv FBU FBack

Forward 
packet to NAR

MOB_HO-IND

LUP 
Trigger

FNA Buffered Packet 
from NAR to MN

Total 
Disruption 

Time

 
Figure 5. Handover disruption time and delay period 
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Related to Figure 5, we can calculate the disruption 
time of CLFS and conventional way are derived below. 

2( ) _CLFH L o MN NAR
D T T               (5) 

6 2( ) _FMIPv L c MN NAR
D T T               (6) 

4.2 Simulation Results 

We now present the results based on previous analysis. 
To evaluate the schemes, we assume the parameters as the 

below table. The NAR and PAR are assumed the same 
distance from the HA. We assume , 

and the DAD time is chosen from Poisson distribution: 
[400ms, 600ms]. 

0.5 hop frameT T ms

The simulation results are divided into two parts. 
The first part is mainly related to the handover latency 
and the second part is related to the service disruption 
time for the proposed scheme and the conventional 
scheme. 
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Figure 6. Handover latency for different frame durations 
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Figure 7. Handover disruption time for different frame durations    
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Figure 6 compares the handover delay of the proposed 

CLHS and the conventional scheme. It’s noted that the 
delay time is mainly reduced in CLHS mechanism. The 
reason is that our scheme needs less number of messages 
and L2 and L3 signaling messages are properly arranged 
for parallelism. When performing handover, the CLHS 
mechanism can greatly reduce the handover latency and 
optimize the performance. 

In Figure 7, we can find the same situation as Figure 6. 
When the frame duration increases, the FMIPv6 disrup-
tion time grows sharply, whereas our scheme only has a 
slight increase. It’s mainly because that no more registra-
tion procedure and authorization procedure are needed in 
this optimized scheme. Therefore, optimized L2 handover 
scheme reduce the disruption time. 
 

Table 2. Simulation parameter setting 

Parameter Value Parameter Value 
NPAR_NAR 6 TNAR_CN 10 
NNAR_HA 8 Ttunnel a_b 10 msec

 
5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we have proposed a cross-layer optimiza-
tion with F-HMIP for WiMAX. Our CLHS mechanism 
reduces the number of signaling messages by combining 
L2 and L3 messages and parallelizing L2 and L3 signal-
ing messages. In our CLHS mechanism, we use an opti-
mized L2 handover scheme with a Fast_DL_MAP_IE 

message to enhance the performance and reduce network 
entry messages. In addition, we compare our scheme 
with the previous scheme through exhaustive simulations. 
However, the selection mechanism of an appropriate BS 
is not within our consideration for simulation simplifica-
tion. So future research will extend the concept of cross 
layer to cover the complete handover procedure and op-
timize the utilization of network resources. 
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Abstract: Closed form expressions for the PDF and MGF of the harmonic mean of two independent expo-
nential variates are cited and derived, and then applied to study the performance of cellular multi-node and 
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We derive the probability density function (PDF) and asymptotic symbol error rate (SER) expression with 
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1. Introduction 

MIMO technique has been regarded as the essential 
technique for beyond 3G mobile cellular networks. The 
Benefits of MIMO system have been extensively studied 
by researchers in both academic and industry. It success-
fully meets the rapidly growing demand for high rate, 
voice and especially for multimedia services [1]. 

In wireless cellular networks, base station can be 
equipped with multiple antennas and keeps them spa-
tially separated. Unfortunately, it is hardly to fix multiple 
antennas in portable mobile terminals (also called as mo-
bile terminals or users) due to insufficient antenna space, 
energy, and price, etc. So, the bottleneck of capacity is 
limited and the diversity technique of mobile terminals 
could not be realized from the traditional end-to-end 
transmission systems. In order to break this embarrassing 
situation, a novel concept, namely cooperative commu-
nication (or user cooperative diversity) was introduced 
by Sendonaris et al. [2]. 

Mazen O Hasna et al. in [3,4] firstly applied the har-
monic mean to the cellular multi-node and dual-hop co-
operative communication systems. They respectively 
derived the probability density function (PDF), the cu-
mulative distribution function (CDF) and the moment 
generating function (MGF) of the expression. It’s a new 
train of thought of cooperative diversity scheme. This 
paper applied the method of the harmonic mean to derive 
PDF and MGF of two independent exponential variates 
are cited and derived to study the performance of cellular 
multi-node and dual-hop cooperative communication 
systems with non-regenerative relays over flat Rayleigh 
fading channels. 

 
 

2. Harmonic Mean of Exponential Variates 

2.1 Definitions 

1) Harmonic Mean 
Given two numbers X1 and X2, the harmonic mean of X1 
and X2,  1 2,

H
X X  is defined as the reciprocal of the 

arithmetic mean of the reciprocals of X1 and X2 [3] that is: 
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where  U  is the unit step function. 

2.2 Derive the Moment Generating Function 

MGF of the Harmonic Mean of Two Exponential RVs 
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where K0(·) is the zero-order modified Bessel function 
of the second kind defined in 11]. 

Where K (x) is the first order modified Bessel func

n be constituted with 
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Here, we find the Formula (2) ca
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3. Scheme of Cellular Multi-Node and Dual- 

erative Communication Systems 

erative communication 
ource, one destination and arbi-

mobile terminals to base station). 

ase station. This paper research the 
M

e, where Ps=Pr=1. In the 
lay and the MRC receiv-
re respectively: 





Hop Coop
with Non-Regenerative Relays over Flat 
Rayleigh Fading Channels 

3.1 System Model 

Consider an uplink wireless coop
system with only one s
trary N relays (from 

The source terminal transmits Mary phase-shift keying 
(M-PSK) modulation signals to destination terminal 
through a direct path along with N dual-hop paths. The 
channel is assumed to be quasi-static with flat fading. 
Furthermore, perfect channel state information is as-
sumed available at the receivers, but the channels are 
unknown at the transmitters. There are two transmission 
phases. Firstly, the source broadcasts signals to destina-
tion and relays. Secondly, the relays which can success-
fully decode the signals will retransmit them to destina-
tion. Otherwise, they remain idle and do not participate 
in the cooperation. 

Figure 1 is the system model of multi-node and dual- 
hop cooperative communication system. S is the moving 
terminal, D is the b

PSK modulation of non-regenerative relay over flat 
Rayleigh fading channels, and the noise is the additive 
white Gaussian noise (AWGN). We suppose there are m 
relays on the uplink, and the gains are Gi. Assume that 
terminal S is transmitting a signal S(t) which has an av-
erage power normalized to 1. 

3.2 Performance Analysis 

Assume that in the EPA mod
situation of non-regenerative re
ing mode, the receiving signal a
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which can use the method of harmonic mean to calculate. 
 

 

Figure 1. System model 
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We define  i  and 
ig  are respectively instantane-

ous SNR of the ith channels. The total SNR is: 
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of the Multi-node and dual-hop Collaborative Commu-
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The upper limit of average SER of the Multi-node and 
dual-hop channels is: 
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4. Numerical Results and Performance Analysis 

In th per, we will respectively simulate and analysis 

the PDF of ins SNR 

is pa

tantaneous  i  of about different 

situation the Multi-node and dual-hop Collaborative 
Communication channels. We research the M-ary phase- 
shift keying (M-PSK) modulation, M=4,8; the number of 
relays m=4,10. We respectively simulate the situation of 
high SNR and low SNR with 20 sampling nodes. 

Figure 2 is the compare of PDF about different sam-
pling ranks and different relay numbers. From this figure, 
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Figure 2. The compare of PDF about different sampling 
ranks and different relay numbers 
 

 
 
Figure 3. The compare of error symbol rate (SER) abou

e different sampling ranks and different relay numbers 

e performance is bette
hen the relay number is more. On the same relay no

the performance is almost the same when the high sam
pling ranks and low sampling ranks. 

Figure 3 is the compare of error symbol rate (SER)
about the different sampling ranks and different rela
numbers. We respectively simulate the situation of
m=4,10, M=4,8, with 20 sampling nodes. Because 
little SER, we adopt the logarithmic scale coord
method. We can find on the same SNR, the performance 

 better when the relay number is more. When the same 

e 
erformance of Multi-node and dual-hop Collaborative 

 

C, Canada, 
 

 RYZHIK I M. Table of integrals, series, and 

 

is
sampling nodes, the performance is better which is adopt 
with the high rank modulation. It’s also approved that th
p
Communication can be improved when adopt the high 
rank modulation while the user’s number is definite. 

5. Conclusions 

This paper applies the method of the harmonic mean to 
derive PDF and MGF of two independent exponential 
variates which are cited and derived to study the per-
formance of cellular multi-node and dual-hop coopera-
tive communication systems with non-regenerative relays 
over flat Rayleigh fading channels. 

We derive the probability density function (PDF) and 
asymptotic symbol error rate (SER) expression. These 
numerical results indicate that the number of relay is 
more, the performance is better. It also indicates the as-
cendance performance of cooperative diversity. 
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Abstract: In cognitive radio (CR) networks, cognitive users need continuously monitor spectrum to decrease 
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tection time is kept as small as possible. The advantages of our approaches are approved by the deductions. 
Also the simulation results enable us to recognize the improved performance of our scheme over those ones 
with fixed detection time assignment. 
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1. Introduction 

With the rapid development of wireless communication 
technology, the demand of spectrum resource is growing. 
The spectrum resource becomes rare due to the popular-
ity of various new wireless applications. However, the 
recent survey shows a low spectral efficiency in the li-
censed band. The spectral holes in licensed band can be 
sensed and used to transmit information by employing 
cognitive radios technology [1]. The extra system 
throughput can be provided by cognitive radios without 
additional spectrum resource allocation. So the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) has recommended 
cognitive radio (CR) as the candidate for enhancing 
overall spectral efficiency. Cognitive radio [1] enables 
CR users (unlicensed users) to obtain the frequency 
bands with minimal interference to active primary users 
(licensed users) when they observe the bands allocated to 
the primary user are vacant and meanwhile detect the 
continuous spectrum sensing in CR networks. Therefore, 
as the heart of the cognitive radio techniques, the spec-
trum sensing is so critical that it determines the through-
put and the agility of the CR networks. 

One of the challenges of CR system’s application is 
how to detect the primary user’s signal quickly and cor-
rectly in order to avoid interference to the licensed net-
work. The other is how to fully occupy the spectrum re-
sources acquired by CR network. In this paper, a novel 
scheme is proposed to use the spectrum holes more effi-
ciently. Meanwhile the interference to licensed network 
is controlled within an acceptable range. Our proposed 
scheme could increase spectrum efficiency in full extent 
in an applicable CR network. We consider the detection 
performance in the more practical scenario based on 
IEEE 802.22 WRAN system which uses cognitive radio 

technology as its key feature. The fast sensing and fine 
sensing process which utilize energy detection technol-
ogy and feature detection technology respectively are 
both considered in our study. The cooperative sensing 
technology which can increase the sensing performance 
significantly is also involved in. The approaches of co-
operative sensing technology [2-5] all use diversity tech-
nologies to improve effective SNR for essential. 

The rest of this paper is written as follows. In Section 
2, we model the conventional detection scheme in ma-
thematic way. In Section 3, we analyze the influence to 
channel utilization ratio made by time scheduling, and 
we propose a novel scheme of maximizing the channel 
utilization ratio. At last, we will conclude our study in 
Section 4. 

2. System Model 

A practical sensing scheme is shown in Figure 1 [6]. 
There are two types of detection in the figure: the fast 
sensing (energy detection) and the fine sensing (feature 
detection). During these two types of detection time, all 
the CR users should cease their transmission in order to 
achieve high definition detection. Therefore, these detec-
tion periods are also called quiet periods. 

The fast sensing processes are triggered periodically, 
and all the detection information from all CR users is 
summarized to give a final judgment. If the detection 
indicates that no primary user exists, the CR users will 
wait for next fast sensing process. On the other hand, the 
fine sensing process will be triggered. Usually, the time 
duration of fine sensing is much longer than that of fast 
sensing. Also the veracity of fine sensing is much better. 
Without loss of generality we assume the veracity of fine 
sensing is 100% all through the rest of the paper. 
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2.1 Modeling Individual Detection 

The binary hypothesis model is adopted in the study of 
spectrum sensing. 

              (1) 

where  is the receive signal by CR user at time t. 

 is the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), 

and we assume n t  follows a standard normal distribu-

tion, which means the expectation is 0 and the variance is 
1. ( )

( )y t

( )n t

( )

s t  is the p ary user’s transmitting signal. H0 de-

notes the null hypothesis, which means there is no pri-
mary user signal in a certain spectrum band. H1 is the 
alternative hypothesis, which indicates that there exists 
primary user signal in that band. h is the channel coeffi-
cient. 

rim

First, we consider local spectrum sensing (energy de-
tection) at an individual CR user. We assume each en-
ergy detection interval contains M samples. j denotes the 
sampling index. Then the statistic characteristic of the 
i-th CR user is given by: 

          (2) 

We can see  is the sum of iu M  independent Gau- 

 

ssian random variables’ square, whose deviation is unit. 
So  follows a central chi-square distribution with iu M  

degree freedom when H0 becomes true, or else  fol-

lows a non-central chi-square distribution. 
iu
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We defined the  as the instantaneous SNR of the 

i-th CR user. 
iG
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1 M
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                  (4) 

The non-centrality parameter . i iMh = G
If M is large enough, the  will approximately fol-

low Gaussian distribution according to the Central Limit 
Theorem as follows: 

iu

      (5) 

2.2 Modeling Cooperative Detection 

Individual detection is not sufficient in a practical sce-
nario due to the lower receive SNR of CR users. Hence, 
cooperative technology is involved in spectrum sensing 
as in [2-5]. We adopt a linear combine scheme which 
sums the different CR users’ samples with weights in 

Channel Detection Time
Fast sensing

Fine sensing
1CRUser

3CRUser

Fast Sensing
Data 

Transmission
Fine Sensing

t

…… ……

2CRUser

…… ……

…… ……

 

Figure 1. Detection process in cognitive radio network     
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our cooperative sensing process. The weight coefficient 
corresponding to the i-th CR user is , then the 
weighted summation is given by: 

iw

      (6) 

 

(7) 
Let  be the decision threshold of energy detection. 

Therefore the probability of false alarm 
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FP , and that of 
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So the decision threshold and the optimal weight coef-
ficient can be given by (10) and (11) respectively [7]: 
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3. System Performance Analysis and 
Proposed Scheme 

3.1 Detection Performance 

The performance of the cooperative sensing is evaluated 
by receiver operating characteristics (ROC) which is 
composed of probability of false alarm and that of detec-
tion in plenty of bibliography [7][8]. But these two pa-
rameters can only indicate the system performance under 
some special conditions. Our analysis is shown as fol-
lows. 

Excellent CR system should exit when the primary us-
er is working on the target channel band, besides suffi-
ciently use the spectrum when primary user is idle. 
Therefore the two objectives in CR system design are 
interference avoidance to primary user and full utilization 
of spectrum holes respectively. In order to decrease or 
avoid interference to the primary user, the detection sen-
sitivity must be high enough for CR system, i.e. the exis-
tence of primary user’s signal must be discovered as 
quickly as possible. If the detection process finds holes in 
spectrum, the time duration for detection must be as short 
as possible to leave more resource for data transmission. 

We define channel utilization ratio (CUR) as the pro-
portion of time used for data transmission accounting for 
the whole time when the primary user is idle [9]. Ex , 

Dx  and Fx  indicate the probabilities of energy detec-

tion, transmission and feature detection. The Markov 
state transition diagram is shown in Figure 2. So the cor-
responding Equation (12) is demonstrated as below. 
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So the CUR can be expressed by (13) 
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where ET ,  and TT FT  are the time duration of the 

three states. Let E TTT T= + . We define the sampling 

proportion (SP) as ET Ta= . So (13) can be trans-

formed to (14). 

( )1 F FT T P Th a= - +              (14) 

From (14) we can see it is the CUR that not only de-
pends on FP , but also T and α. 
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            (15) 

The average detection time (ADT) [10][11] indicates 
the average time interval from the primary user’s pres-
ence until it is found by CR users. We assume the prob-
ability of detection in each sensing period is equal to DP , 
when the primary user is present. The final H1 decision 
must be after feature detection, so the ADT required by 
CR user to detect the primary user can be given by (16): 

  1

1

1
k

D D D F
k D

T
T T kP P T T
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F          (16) 

FP

1 FP-

 
Figure 2. State transition diagram of CR system when no 

primary user is active 
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3.2 Maximizing the Channel Utilization Ratio 

The interference provided by CR network should be 
firstly small enough, so that primary user can work nor-
mally. In order to limit the interference to primary user, 
the ADT should have a maximum target. So we will dis-
cuss the scheme which can maximize the CUR, and at 
the same time the target of ADT can be realized. 

The sampling number EM WT WTa= =  according 

to the Nyquist sampling Theorem, where W is the sensing 
bandwidth. (17) is acquired in terms of (9) and (16): 

 2 -1Q 1 2 Q1 1
N 

TNP w WT wi i i iF i iT TD F
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The CUR can be given by (18) which is combine
(1

d by 
4) and (17). 
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(18) shows that there are too many parameters w
co

T

hich 
uld influence the CUR. The bandwidth W  is fixed 

and it depends on the spectrum specification f primary 
network. The SNR iG  of each CR user depends on the 

radio scenario and the receive equipment of CR user. The 
time duration of feature detection 

 o

FT  depends on the 

character of primary user’s signal. Conventionally the 
frequency of the fast detection 1 T  is predefined. 

Therefore, the only parameter which can be adjusted is 

the , i.e. the time duration of each fast sensing can be 
changed to optimize the CUR. 

a

Intuitively if the sensing duration is too short, and si-
multaneously the ADT can be guaranteed, the probability 
of false alarm will be raised. As a result, the unnecessary 
feature detection will be frequently triggered. The unnec-
essary feature detection will waste a large amount of time 
which can be used for information transmission. But if the 
sensing duration is too long, the spectrum resources 
would be wasted by fast sensing process. Hence, there 
must be an optimal sensing duration which can maximize 
the CUR. From all above, it is obvious that the optimal 
scheme is to integrate information from all CR users, and 
then calculate the optimal sensing duration to inform each 
CR user. 

To prove the existence of optimal sensing duration, the 
numerical simulation is brought about in our study. The 
simulation parameters are shown in Table 1. [6]. 

In Figure 3 the maximum CUR can be achieved when 
the sampling number M is at an appropriate value. How-
ever, the optimal sampling number is not fixed among 

Table 1. The simulation parameters 

Parameters Value 

Average Detection Time 0.5s 

Sensing Interval 10ms 

Feature Detection Time 100ms 

Instantaneous SNR -24dB, -20dB,-16dB, -12dB, -8dB

Sensing Bandwidth 6MHz 

CR User Number 5 
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Figure 4. The channel utilization ratio vs. average SNR 

 
ifferent SNR scenarios. Although the optimal sampling 

At CR BS side: 
e SNRs of all CR users. 

culate the sampling 
num

gy detection u
equa

ast the sampling number M to all the CR users.
At C

ber M to determine
sensi

d
number M cannot be calculated easily, the One-dimen- 
sional Search Method can deal with the problem. It is clear 
that in order to utilize the spectrum resource more effi-
ciently, the sampling number must be dynamically adjusted 
according to the SNRs of CR users. Therefore, we propose 
a novel sensing time schedule for CR system, which is 
called dynamic adaptive sensing duration scheme: 

 

1. Update th
2. Considering the target of ADT, cal

ber M which can maximize the CUR. 
3. Calculate the threshold l  of ener sing 

tion (10) 
4. Broadc
R User Side: 

ampling number M. 1. Update the s
2. Use the updated sampling num  
ng duration and send the sampling results back to BS. 

 
In Figure 4 we compare our proposed scheme wit

th

on how to maximize the CUR
produce interference small enough to primary network.

We deduce the relationship between conventional ROC 

radio: Making 
software radios more personal. Personal Communications, IEEE, 

h 

[4

ree conventional ones whose sampling numbers are 
different from each other but not dynamically changed. It 
is obvious that the conventional scheme can gain a high 
CUR only when the SNRs are at an appropriate level. 
However the proposed scheme can always maximize the 
CUR, in other words the proposed scheme reaches the 
upper bound of the CUR for detection in CR system. 

4. Conclusions 

We have focused  and 
 

[8] TAHERPOUR A, KENARI N M, and JAMSHIDI A. Efficient 

cooperative spectrum sensing in cognitive radio networks. In 

which is composed by Prob. of detection and that of false 
alarm and our proposed ROC which contains CUR and 
ADT. Our proposed scheme shows that the CUR can be 
maximized by optimizing time duration of energy detec-
tions according to different SNR conditions. 
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Abstract: Compressive sensing (CS) creates a new framework of signal reconstruction or approximation 
from a smaller set of incoherent projection compared with the traditional Nyquist-rate sampling theory. Re-
cently, it has been shown that CS can solve some signal processing problems given incoherent measurements 
without ever reconstructing the signals. Moreover, the number of measurements necessary for most compres-
sive signal processing application such as detection, estimation and classification is lower than that necessary 
for signal reconstruction. Based on CS, this paper presents a novel identification algorithm of frequency hop-
ping (FH) signals. Given the hop interval, the FH signals can be identified and the hopping frequencies can be 
estimated with a tiny number of measurements. Simulation results demonstrate that the method is effective 
and efficient. 

Keywords: compressive sensing, frequency hopping signal, identification 
 

1. Introduction 

With so many good advantages such as anti-jam, anti- 
interception, high security and so on, the technique of 
frequency hopping spread spectrum (FHSS) has been 
extensively applied in many areas, especially in military 
domain. The detection and interception of FH signals can 
be addressed in several methods of which wide band or 
channelized receiver, time-frequency distribution, and 
cyclostationary processing are typical ones [1-4]. For all 
the methods above, the extremely large requirement of 
measurements is one of the most serious disadvantages, 
which can be a bottleneck in the application of identifi-
cation of high speed wide band FH signals. Recently, 
there have been some active attempts on signal process-
ing with the advantage of CS for the sparse or compres-
sive signals [5-8]. However, most of them are limited 
within the area of statistical inference tasks which need 
the prior knowledge of the probability density distribu-
tion of signals. Besides, it is seldom to be studied on how 
to develop the potential of CS to make processing of FH 
signal which is one of the most important sparse or com-
pressive signals. 

This paper makes use of the sparsity of FH signals on 
the local Fourier basis, and then presents a novel identi-
fication algorithm of FH signals with the compressive 
measurements. Given the hop interval, the FH signals 
can be identified and the hopping frequencies can be es-
timated without reconstructing the signals. 

2. Compressive Sensing Background 

2.1 Representation and Sparsity of Signal 

Nyquist-rate sampling is the classical method to describe 

a signal with its bandlimitedness, while CS aims to com-

pletely describe a signal with its sparsity or compressibil-

ity to reduce the required number of measurements [9]. 
A signal can be viewed as an  column vector 

in  with elements 

x 1N

, 2,...,N [ ], 1x n n N . Let the ma-

trix  1 2 ,...,   N

N

   have columns which form a 

basis of vectors in . And then, any signal  can be 
expressed as: 

x

1

x 


 
N

i i
i

s    or            (1) x s 

where  is the s 1N  column vector of weighting co-

efficients x,si i . 

When we say that x is K-sparse, we mean that it is well 

reconstructed or approximated by a linear combination of 

just K basis vectors from , with  K N . That is, 

there are only K of the is  in (1) are nonzero and 

( )N K  are zero. 

2.2 Incoherent Measurements 

Consider a generalized linear measurement process of a 
signal  which is K-sparse. Let   be an x M N  
measurement matrix, M N  where the rows of   
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are incoherent with the columns of . The incoherent 
measurements can be obtained by computing 


M  inner 

products between  and the rows of  as in x 
,j jy x . It can also be expressed as: 

y x  = s= s                (2) 

where  is an   : M N  matrix. It is proved that 
 dose not depend on the signal x and it can be con-

structed as a random matrix such as Gaussian matrix. 
And the CS theory shows that there is an over-measuring 
factor  such that only 



1c :M cK  incoherent meas-
urements are required to reconstruct  with high prob-
ability [9-11]. That is, only cK  incoherent measure-
ments include all of the salient information in the 
K-sparse signal , which provides the theory support on 
the signal processing only given the incoherent meas-
urements without reconstructing the signals. 

x

x

2.3 Reconstruction 

With the salient information included in the incoherent 
measurements, there have been several kinds of recon-
struction algorithms including 1  minimization, greedy 
algorithm, matching pursuit and so on [12-15]. Since this 
paper is concentrated on FH signal identification without 
signal reconstruction, we don’t discuss reconstruction 
algorithms in detail here. 

l

3. Compressive Identification for FH Signal 

With the good sparsity of FH signals on the local Fourier 
basis, we now show that incoherent measurements can be 
used to solve the identification problem without ever 
reconstructing the signal. In this process, it is able to save 
significantly on the number of measurements required. 

3.1 Compressive Identification Problem Setup 

FH signals are sparse in a time-frequency representation 
as short-time Fourier transform, and they are always 
wideband when there is no prior restriction on the fre-
quencies of the local sinusoid [16]. Therefore, the meas-
urements obtained with the traditional Nyquist-rate sam-
pling could be excessive and hard to meet with the pre-
sent ability of hardware instrument. 

Now, consider a FH signal which consists of a se-
quence of windowed sinusoids with frequencies distrib-
uted between f1 and f2 Hz. The bandwidth of this signal is 
B=f2-f1 Hz, which asks for sampling above the Nyquist 
rate of 2(f2-f1) Hz to avoid aliasing. However, the expres-
sion of the signal at any single hop is extremely simple: it 
consists of only one sinusoid of which bandwidth is 
extremely less than B [16]. Hence, CS could make identi- 

1T 2T 3T 4T

'
1T '

2T '
3T '

4T
 

Figure 1. Hop intervals and observation intervals in the condition 
of 1-sparse 

 

fication of FH signals possible with a sampling rate that 
is extremely less than the Nyquist rate. 

Let the observation interval equal to the hop interval. 
If the start of the FH signal can be captured exactly, the 
signal can be observed synchronously as depicted in Fig-
ure 1 and it has 1-sparse representation on the local Fou-
rier basis within each of hop interval. Otherwise, as de-
picted in Figure 2, the signal within each of hop interval 
will have 2-sparse representation since only two of the 
hopping frequencies appear in every single observation 
interval. 

We observe y x   instead of  and our goal is to 

identify the FH signal and estimate its hopping frequen-
cies with  and its connection with . 

x

y 

3.2 1-Sparse Compressive Identification 

The amplitudes of Fourier coefficients of some FH signal 
within an observation interval have been shown in Figure 
3 which dedicates that all the coefficients are almost zero 
except for only one single large coefficient. 

 

 
Figure 2. Hop intervals and observation intervals in the condition 
of 2-sparse 
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Figure 3. The amplitudes of Fourier coefficients of some FH signal 
within an observation interval in the condition of 1-sparse 
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Figure 4. Measurement process in the condition of 1-sparse 

 
The process of 1-sparse compressive measurement is 

depicted in Figure 4. We aim to find the position of non-
zero ps  indicating the hopping frequency of a particular 

interval. 
Since  is obtained by multiplying the nonzero y ps  

by its corresponding column vector  p , the hopping 

frequency can be estimated given  and . A direct 

method to estimate the position of nonzero 

y 

ps  is to 

search for the position of  p  which can be decided by 

calculating the angles between y and each column vector 
of  in the vector space as only the angle between y 
and 


 p  is zero in the ideal condition. Since   is also 

a random Gaussian matrix if   is chosen to be a ran-
dom Gaussian matrix, the angle between y and another 
column vector of  is also zero with extremely low 
probability. Taking account of the effect of noise, we 
design the estimation algorithm of hopping frequency as 
follows: 



1) Obtain the incoherent measurements  with y  . 

2) Calculate the cosine of angles between  and each 

column vector 

y

i  in the vector space 

2 2

y
cos( ,y)

y







H
i

i
i

              (3) 

where H  denotes conjugate transpose. 
3) Select the column vector that maximizes cos( ,y)i , 

and define the position of this vector as estimation of 
hopping frequency 

ˆ arg max cos( , y) i
i

f              (4) 

After several intervals of observation and estimation of 
hopping frequencies, the time-frequency curve of the 
signal can be obtained and the FH signal has been identi-
fied in the condition of 1-sparse. 

3.3 2 Sparse Compressive Identification 

Different from the condition of 1-sparse, Figure 5 shows 
that there are two large coefficients within an observation 
interval as each observation interval covers parts of two 
hop intervals in the condition of 2-sparse depicted in Fig-
ure 2. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5. The amplitudes of Fourier coefficients of some FH signal 
within an observation interval in the condition of 2-sparse 

 
The process of 2-sparse compressive measurement is 

shown is Figure 3 which dedicates that  is a linear 

combination of two column vectors 

y

1 p  and 2 p  cor-

responding to the two nonzero coefficients 1ps  and 2ps  

indicating the two hopping frequencies within a particu-
lar observation interval. And y is also a linear combina-
tion of another two column vectors of   with ex-
tremely low probability, since  is a random Gaussian 
matrix. 



Therefore, the two hopping frequencies can be esti-
mated by deciding the subspace comprised of 1 p  and 

2 p  in  . The estimation algorithm is as follows: 

1) Obtain the incoherent measurements  with y  . 

2) Calculate the orthogonal projection of  onto 

the subspace  comprised of any two column vectors 

y yP

ijL

i  and  j , 

y
ijy LP P                   (5) 

where 
ijLP  is orthogonal projector expressed by: 

1( ) 
ij

H H
LP V V V V               (6) 

where ,    i jV . 

3) Select the two column vectors that maximize  

onto the corresponding subspace, and define the posi-
tions of these two vectors as estimation of the two hop-
ping frequencies 

yP

1 2 y
,

ˆ ˆ[ , ] arg max( )
i j

f f P              (7) 

Taking account of the repetition of hopping frequen-
cies within two consecutive observation intervals in the 
condition of 2-sparse, we can use the estimation results 
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Figure 6. Measurement process in the condition of 2-sparse 

 
of the former interval in the latter one. Only in the first 
interval, the algorithm is a kind of two-dimensional 
search as two column vectors have to be selected mean-
while. And in the successive intervals, it can be executed 
as a one-dimensional search (twice) as one column vec-
tor can be confirmed in according to the position infor-
mation of two selected vectors of the former interval. 
This iterative processing can effectively reduce the 
computation, but obviously the error propagation can 
also be introduced. To solve this problem, an updating 
window is designed to separate the whole observation 
time into several segments of intervals. And in the first 
interval of every updating window, the two-dimensional 
search is executed all over again. 

As the condition of 1-sparse, the time-frequency curve 
of the FH signal can also be obtained after several ob-
servation intervals, and the signal can be identified. 

4. Simulation Results 

To demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of the 
proposed algorithm, a wideband FH signal submerged in 
additive Gaussian white noise (AWGN) is considered to 
make the simulation experiments. This FH signal has ten 
hopping frequencies which are distributed uniformly 
between 20MHz and 200MHz, and the hop interval is 
1ms, i.e. 1000 hops per second. The other main simula-
tion parameters are as follows: 2048-point local Fourier 
basis is chosen to be , random Gaussian matrix is 
chosen to be , and the number of observation inter-
vals is set to 2000. Each experiment is made in the con-
dition of both 1-sparse and 2-sparse. 




First, the estimation performance of hopping fre-
quency is evaluated by normalized mean square error 
(NMSE) through several intervals of observation, where 
NMSE is expressed by 

'

'

2

1

ˆ1



 
 

 


T
N

i i

i iT


f f

NMSE
N f

             (8) 

where ˆ
if  is the estimation of hopping frequency that 

expressed by  in the  th observation interval and 

 represents the number of observation intervals 

which is set to 2000 here. 

if i

'T
N

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the performance curves of 
1-sparse and 2-sparse respectively. 

 

Figure 7. MSE of estimation with SNR in the condition of 1-sparse, 
where N=2048 and M represents the number of measurements used 
in this experiment experiments 
 

 

Figure 8. MSE of estimation with SNR in the condition of 2-sparse, 
where N=2048 and M also represents the number of measurements 
used in this experiment experiments. And the length of updating 
window is set to 40 
 

Some conclusions can be demonstrated from Figure 7 
and Figure 8. First, the hopping frequencies can be effec-
tively estimated with a tiny number of measurements 
when SNR is higher than 8dB. Second, the performance 
of estimation degrades with the decrease of M , espe-
cially in low SNR. And finally, the performance of 1- 
sparse is better than that of 2-sparse. 

Next, the estimated time-frequency curves of the FH 
signal of 1-sparse and 2-sparse are depicted in Figure 9 
and Figure 10 respectively when  and SNR 
is 10dB. 

/16M N

From the Figure 9 and Figure 10, it is shown that the 
estimated time-frequency curve is quite close to the real 
one and the FH signal can be effectively identified, espe-
cially in the condition of 1-sparse. 
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5. Conclusions [6] HAUPT J, NOWAK R. Compressive sampling for signal detec-
tion. Conf. Rec. 2007 IEEE Int. Conf. Acoustics Speech and 
Signal Processing, 2007, 3: 1509-1512. Based on CS, this paper provides a novel method for the 

identification of wideband FH signal with a tiny number 
of incoherent measurements, which is an inspiration of 
real-time wideband sparse signal processing. This 
method can also be of great help for the detection and 
recognition of wideband signal in the non-cooperative 
communication. 

[7] DUARTE M F, DAVENPORT M A, WAKIN M B. Multiscale 
random projection for compressive classification. Conf. Rec. 
2007 IEEE Int. Conf. Image Processing, 2007, 6: 161-164. 
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R G. Sparse signal detection from incoherent projection. Conf. 
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essing, 2006, 3: 305-308. There are many opportunities for future research. Iden-

tification without the information of hop interval, the 
picket fence effect of Fourier transformation on the per-
formance of identification, and the theoretical bounds of 
M  with a given SNR would be discussed in the future 
work. 
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